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Summer Underwear for
Women and Children
Charming Fresh Undermuslins and Soft
New Knit Goods, show Equal Variety

d

yj

Daintiness marks specially the undermuslins, and sturdiness the cotton and lisle
'

tat

'

garments.

Diversity of material, of dsign, of grades, of sizes are here every woman's and
,
child's tastes and figure has been alike considered.
e
to obtain.
best
the
are
possible
do
not
values
always
vary. They
Only
themJudge the truth of our claim by such values as these but examine the goods
selves first.
1

girl-soldi-

worth-for-pric-

p.

New Knit Goods

Extra" Values in

COLDES0EN

Undermuslins

Attractively Priced

One lot of new Corset Covers in a variety of styles,
daintily trimmed with Lace,
Embroidery and Ribbon, each

Women's Lisle Union Suits
either high neck and long
sleeves or low neck and no
sleeves, knee or ankle length,
per suit $1.25.

50c.

"Ripplette"Drawers, made
in circular model, most popular material for Summer, re?
quiring no ironing, pair $1.00.

Women's Union Suits with
high neck, long sleeves, ankle
length or low neck, no sleeves
and knee length, either close
fitting or Umbrella style,

Gowns made from good
material, with round neck
and short sleeves, nicely
trimmed with embroidery and
ribbon, each $1.25.

-

air-testi-

d

lace trimmed, each 65c.

A nice line of gauze vests
in a variety of styles, either
plain or fancy, each 25c.

girl-soldie- r.

sky-pi'o-

A Liberal Offer

it

mil

$144,-000,00- 0

GjTl.

,

d

ESTABLISHED
MURDERER

ON BAIL

IRA A. ABBOTT

OF ALBU-

QUERQUE SO RULES
INSLEY CASE

IN

I

"THE DELUGE"
A BIBLICAL

S

The pictured story of Noah and the Ark, and the
of the world by the flood 5,000 years ago. The
Albuquerque, N.' M., April 26.
Thomas Insley, who has been held Sta building of the enormous boat; the great procession of in-- r
in the Bernalillo county Jail for the
numerable animals, birds and other living creatures entering
past three months on a charge of (fa the ark; the relentless down-pou- r
of rain; the lurid shafts of
slaying John A. Higgins, his brother-in-la0 lightning; the panic stricken and drowning people and othewill in all probability be out
of prison and temporarily a free man rs' marvels make this deeply impressive and inspiring spectac- within the next few days. Judge Ira
Oilar portrayal.
A. Abbott announced yesterday his
decision in the habeas corpus proceedings brought by Insley's attorneys, the decision being favorable to
Insley. At 4 o'clock in the afternoon
counsel for Insley and A. B. Robertson, assistant district attorney, began
arguments regarding the amount of
bail. The territory asks that Insley's
bail be placed at $15,000 to $20,000.
Counsel for Insley hold that the bail
should be placed at a reasonable
It is said that all arrangefigure.
ments have been made to secure bail
for Insley in reasonable amount.

I

des-tructi-

PHOTOPLAY THEATER
Wednesday and Thursday Night
ADMISSION 10c TO ALL

WITH

SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION

Flanders "20"

-

well-know- n

PORTRAYAL.
'

$Q

te

g

1862

TO BE

RELEASED
JUDGE

Jpl

Shake Into Your Shoes
Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic powder. It relieves painful, smarting,
tender, nervous feet, and instantly
takes the sting out of corns and bunions. It's the greatest comfort discovery of the age. .Mien's Foot-Eas- e
makes tight or new shoes feel easy. It
is a certain relief for sweating, callous, swollen, tired, aching feet. Always use it to break in new shoes.
Try it today. Sold everywhere, 25
cents. Don't accept any substitute.
For FREE trial package, address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. T.

FORE-DOO-

MODEL

R

e,

Lame shoulder Is nearly always due
to rheumatism of the muscles, and
quickly yields to the free application
of Cnamberlain's Liniment Sold bv
all druggists.

$800.00
F. O. B. Detroit
CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY.
Agents,
Lbs Vegas, Now Mexico.
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MONSTER DRIVE
DOWN THE RIO

GRANDE
'APPROXIMATELY
530,000
TIES
WILL BE FLOATED SIXTY
MILES

ence of the river crews and
previous
records for efficiency it Is believed
that very few ties will be lost and
that between 623,000 and 530,000 ties
ill be safely delivered to the Albuquerque pickling plant
NEW

HYDROGRAPHER

Albuquerque, N. M., April 26. The
annual tie drive
the Santa Bat"
bara Tie and Pole company, one of
the monster industrial events of the
territory each year, is now on, and
within a short time, approximately
520,000 ties will be thrown into the
Rio Grande in the northern
part of
the territory and carried on the
waters of the Rio Grande for fifty or
sixty milea The Santa Barbara drive
started on April 20. All winter crews
of lumberjacks have been at work in
the Immense forests Owned by the
Santa Barbara people in the north.
The hum of saws has been heard in
the forests, with the ewteb. and crash AN ART TREASURE
of the giant pine trees following. For
months the lumberjacks have been
FOUND IN PAWN
pawing the trees in the forests and
,
the trees In turn have been converted
into regulation railroad ties. The ties
have been distributed along the edge LOUIS ABER,
CAL
OAKLAND,
of creeks and freshets, and have been
HOTEL MAN, REDEEMS RARE
awaiting the coming of the waters
PICTURE
from the mountains. The streams
are now running full and are being
Oakland, Cal., April 25. The giving
used to transport the ties to the Rio of a
small sum of money to a man
GTande.
The ties ride the small who came into
the hotel trying to sell
tributaries to the big river and are an old pawn ticket for a meal, haB
then bunched. The tie drive down
brought to Louis Aber, proprietor of
the Rio Grande for a distance of fifty the Hotel Crellln, the famous Van
or sixty miles will begin as quickly Kiersbil portrait of Abraham Lincoln,
as all the ties are gotten out of the a feature of the Midwinter Fair at
tributary streams. The tie drive will San Francisco years ago, and one of
end near Domingo, forty miles north the most widely copied paintings in
of Albuquerque. The Santa Barbara the world. The painting was purpeople have constructed a boom near chased after the fair and lost sight
Domingo, and here the ties are of until found by Aber in a San Frandragged out of the water and placed cisco pawnshop.
on the oars and taken to Domingo
Aber, when he accepted the ticket,
on a logging railroad. At Domingo, had no idea of the art treasure it was
the ties are transferred to the main to bring him. The man, who had evi
line of the Santa Fe railroad and dently seen better days, but was down
drawn to Albuquerque, where they are on his uppers, came into the hotel a
short time ago, and asked Aber to
treated in the tie pickling plant.
The job of getting the ties from purchase the ticket, telling him that
the virgin forests in the mountains it was for a valuable painting. Aber
to Albuquerque is a greater undertak- did not believe this, but, as the man
in bad cir
ing than the average citizen knows. was hungry and plainly
man good
hotel
the
operaif
cumstances,
doubtful
logging
any
It is
.
tions in Michigan or any of the tim-- naturedly took his ticket and paid
reTier states are conducted on a more him the price asked. The ticket
some
time,
systematic and daring basis. It is no mained in his desk for
small undertaking and the men who but finally a traveling man asked
direct the work are real woodsmen. what It was, and on being told sugA. B. McGaftey of the Santa Barbara gested that he take it, and see what
to
company has gone to Penasco to it was good for. Aber, happening
in San Francisco that day, took
be
F.
tieassisting
drive,
the
'supervise
McDougall. the ticket along and redeemed the
V. Drake and Malcolm
entire
has
charge of the painting.
McDougall
was painted by C. Van
tie drive after the ties are put on the The portrait
a
famous
Kiersbil,
portrait painter of
most
of
one
the
v ater. McDougall is
The
artist has also
Lincoln's
day.
interesting characters in the country.
statesmen and
other
many
painted
but
He can neither read nor write,
soldiers of the time, including Seward,
the
about
much
as
about
knows Just
Calhoun, General Grant, Robert E.
timber business as Gifford Pinchot,
The picture, al
Lee, and others.
former chief forester of the United
Lincoln's life
during
painted
though
States forest service. McDougall Is
was not shown until the Mid
time,
He
e
timbermen.
one of the
winter Fair, and was immediately
long ago proved his right to the title afterward bought from Van Kiersbil's
of "riverman," and is afraid of heirs
by a private owner. It was
neither man nor devil in the woods or from then on olst to sight until found
McDougall will oe
op the water.
in the pawnshop by Aber.
assisted in the drive by a bunch of
The picture has been widely copied,
lumberjacks, who have been picked and can be seen in almost any United
from among the many applicants for States history, where it has become
jobs. After the drive the lumberjacks the standard picture of the president,
will come to Albuquerque. In their Aber has had the picture framed ard
mrk shoes and lumberjack attire put In the lobby of his hotel.
attract much attention.
they
'
Until the tie drive is completed and
Grandmother Lives Here.
an inventory taken it will not be
Louis Aber, above referred to, is a
known how many ties survived the
grandson of Mrs. N. L. Rosenthal of
perilous trip down the Rio Grande. this city, and is well known by many
But banking on the skill and experi Las Vegans, having visted here on
several occasons. His friends will
be glad to learn of his good fortune.
old-tim-

Makes a
Good Breakfast

Bette- rTo have some

Post
Toasties
with cream or milk.

For a pleasing change,
sprinkle Post Toasties over
fresh or stewed fruit, then
add cream and you have a
small feast.
The Memory Lingers"

Postura Cereal Co., Ltd.,
Battle Creek, Mich.

NEW ODD FELLOWS' TEMPLE
April 26. The
Houghton, Mich.,

handsome temple recently completed
for the Odd Fellows' lodges of
Houghton was dedicated today with
impressive ceremonies. Grand Mas
ler Charles Ganshaw of Saginaw and
other officers of the Michigan grand
ledge participated.
DAY
MEMORIAL
CONFEDERATE
Atlanta, Ga,, April 26. Today was

Memorial
observed as Confederate
in
Mississippi
Alabama,
Florida,
day
The occasion was
and' Georgia.
marked by the decoration of the vet
erans' graves and the customary ex
ercises in all the principal cities and
towns.

SCOTLAND

REMEMBERS

CHICKEN FOUND

HUME

Edlnburg, April 26. Public exer
cises were held today to com'
memorate the 200th anniversary of
the birth of David Hume, the famous
historian and political economist,
who was born in Edinburg, April 26,
1711, and spent the most of his life
here.

Ml M

RICH PLACER

'

Santa Fe, N. M, April 26. G. H.
Russell has been detailed to the department of territorial engineer by
the United States geological surrey
at Denver to aid In the collection of
hydrographer data. The territorial
engineer's department now has two
expert hydrographers and plana are
such that an active campaign will be
made this spring and summer to collect flood measurements
resulting
from melting snows and rains. The
with the
engineer ia also
forest service and all gauging stations
on forest reserves will be maintained
and operated at the expense of the
forest service. The results of this
movement will benefit t
territory
as far as the water measurements are
concerned and the government In Its
forest policy.

x9"

A'

GROUND

ZAySA

PICKED UP GOLD NUGGET WHICH
WAS FOUND IN ITS CRAW-RU- SH
TO NEW CAMP

Phoenix, Ariz., April 26. A small
nugget in the craw of a chicken killed for a Sunday dinner was the start
of the now rising fame of Cochran as
rich
a locality possessing
placer
was Mrs.
discoverer
The
ground.
Bud Wilson, slayer of the chicken,
chicken tracks
the
who followed
around her home until at last shej
found where the gold came from, in
an arroyo only one hundred
yards
away. About forty mining claims have
now been staked out around Cochran,
which is a station on the Phoenix &
Eastern railroad, a few miles beyond
Florence. Mrs. Wilson and her husband own most of the claims staked
out.
Not only have nuggets been
but
found in considerable quantity,
gold and copper have been demonstrated present in strong ledges almost
beside the railroad track. A Phoenix
expert who was lately on the ground
states that without doubt the Wilsons
have one of the big mines of Arizona.

It has been announced here that
Joseph Cope of Phoenix and associ
ates had received payment from the
Magma company for four silver and
copper claims at Superior, adjoining
the Silver Queen, in which the Mag
ma lately made a phenomenal strike
of copper ore at a depth of about 600
feet. The price received is under
stood' to have been $100,000. The Mag
ma now has sixty men at work, haj
a shaft down to 800 feet and is in
large surface plant, includstalling
a
powerful hoist and an air com
ing
pressor for machine drills. Some of
the ore being hoisted assays 60 per
cent copper and more than 100 ounces
of silver to the ton.
Secretary E. D. Wi'son of the Clara
Consolidated Mining company has
stated that the smelter at Swansea
will be bolwn in April 15. Mine de
velopment has continuel actively dur
ing the period of
has been
Now that construction
completed on the great dam across
Salt River at Rooseve't, it has become known that the contractors devoted considerable attention at the
beginning of operations to an idea
that placer gold might be found on
the canyon bed rock. The dam was
built upon the hardest rock, which
had been sluiced clean under heavy
pressure. The gravel removed at the
last sluicing was run through riffles,
built especially for gold saving, but,
much to the disgust of the enterpris
ing management, not a yellow color
was secured
after all the trouble
taken, despite the fact that gold is
abundant in the Salt River watershed
and that placer claims have been
worked on the upper reaches of the
stream. Assays were taken from time
to time of the rock taken out of the
canyon walls, but no metallic values
seem to be present.
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GREATEST BIBLICAL SUBJECT EVER PRODUCED
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Probably every-

body has formed a conception of the deluge, which is a
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shut-dow-

mentel picture of a huge house-boa- t,
a crowd of curious people lounging about making fun of the
d
old man and his son who have been for
years constructing this boat Then comes the procession of animals into the boat and the burst of waters, which overwhelms the scoffing people outside, while the ark rides
to safety with all its motley collection of animals and
people. They will not be disappointed in this picture.
It is all here, just as the fancy has pictured it. The
staging is as elaboate as anything ever undertaken, and
the reproduction of the scenes which have been indelli-bl- y
impressed upon the minds of die people since their
childhood are so faithful that the audience sits almost
spellbound as the scenes follow each other in quick succession.
The scene of the drowning of the multitude is
one of the most relistic ever put on the screen. And
there is a holy calm falls over the senses as the ark is
seen floatiag serenely upon the waters which have overwhelmed the world. You live the whole story. You
see it actully transpiring before you. You actually see
the waste of waters, and you wonder whether they will
ever subside. Then comes the episodes of the raven
and the dove both reproduced as described. And
finally the grounding of the ark and the return of the
animals to the world now a dead world-- to
be
The entire picture is a marvelous rendition of
one of the most dramatic stories in .all history. The
producer has looked carefully after costuming and surroundings, and he has displayed a marvelous breadth of
Biblical knowledge to reproduce a scene of this character
so faithfuly and so realistically.
hoary-heade-
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England and Her American Colonies herbage is bowed low in submission
The iconditions which existed In to the cruel west wind.
Lower down among the cliffs the
England at the time of the American revolution were so very different paths of rabbits and squirrels wind
from those which exist there today through the underbrush with hunthat we who live in America cannot dreds of intricate little passages
realize the difficulties which our which only the keen eyes of the wild-folk
mother country had to meet at that
can discover. Here and there a
time without very great study upon dark cave breaks the monotony of
the subject.
the white. Before many of these the
In the first place, the two political snow lies undisturbed and as smooth
parties in England were engaged In as when it first fell. For within the
a political war over very mucn me cave Bruin la taking his long winter
same question as caused the Ameri- sleep and his wild kindred seem to
can colonies to declare war with Eng- know instinctively that he wishes no
land; namely, that the larger and disturbance.
newer cities were fighting for equal
Here and there a stumpy spruce,
representation with the older cHIes barely existing in the rocky soil of
which In many cases were not tho the cliffs, has been so robed by the
equal of the newer cities along nonv snow that its gnarled ana wma
twisted branches are made to appear
merclal and social lines.
at
time
this
was
beautifully symmetrical.
Again, England
The varied Blzem and shapes of the
engaged in the war with France and
d
evergreens of the lower
she did not have the time to settle
the many questions with her colonies slopes have given the snow an op
as they arose.
portunity to display its artistic power,
effort Fantastic and surprisingly
realistic
England, In a
to gain the monopoly of commerce figures have been formed at the inand manufactures, had passed many termingling of the drooping boughs
restrictions upon the colonies. These of the balsam and the sturdy
laws said that the colonists must ex- branches of the fox fir which seem
port and import only in English and to be exalted rather than borne down
American vessels.; that they could by the snow's clinging weight.
At various intervals, trails of the
trade only with England or her colonies; that they must not erect iron woodland inhabitants may be seen.
mills; that they must not export hats, These vary from the tracks of the
which trade had become quite ru'v most timid mouse to those of the
siderable In America. These and boldest lion. Many traces of the
many other similar laws were passed wandering deer herds are visible,
until finally the American people be- while less numerous but more clearly
gan' to remonstrate and quite nahir-all- distinguished are the regular, round
WAR VETERANS REUNION
the English statesmen, as they footprints which, tell the woodfolk
Lincoln, Neb., April 26. The United
' not understand
the situation that hunger has called a lynx out upcould
Spanish War veterans, department of 3,000 miles
to thlnn. the on his search for food.
away,
began
Nebraska, opened Its annual encamp
the
for
colonists
protection
ungrateful
Skirting these forests, generally
ment here today with a good attendhad given them. As below them, are thickets of aspen
which
England
ance. The program of the gathering
result of this misunderstanding on whose naked branches and trunks
covers two days and provides for sevboth
sides, England became more give a grayish tinge to the white
eral features of entertainment.
strict in the enforcement of her laws blanket of snow. Here, where it has
and also passed more laws of a pro no protection from the sun, the snow
hibitory nature against commerce has - melted until one may see the
and trade. All these acts merely brown tops of the luxuriant bunch
aroused feel grass, mingled with the straight
CROUP served to deepen the
ALSO COUGHS,
COLDS,
of the Americans and to make stalks of wild flags, topped with dry
ings
AND SORE THROAT
it more difficult each day to effect open pods which have long since lost
a reconciliation.
their seed.
E. G. Murphey guarantees HYOMEI
A few of these acts, known as the
Nearer the cafions there are
to cure ca(pronounce it High-o-mStamp Act of 1764, the Revenue Act huge pines, some of which extend
tarrh, acute or chronic; to cure colds, of 1767, and the various navlgstlon for fifty or more feet from the
coughs, croup and sore throat, or acts which were passed from time to ground without branches, and only
money back.
time, were merely the occasion of show their life by a small clump of
In cases of deafness caused by ca- the war, the real cause of It being green at the top. Beneath the limbs
tarrh, there Is no remedy so efficient. the love of freedom and liberty which of these the snow Is not so smooth
HYOMEI Is a liquid extracted from was Inborn In their hearts.
and level, for winds have shaken it
the eucalyptus trees of Australia, and
It was for religious liberty that the down from the branches so that Its
is a soothing, healing, germ killing colonists left England and came to
falling has disturbed the calm of the
antiseptic.
America and in all the public schools first blanket.
sells a complete liberty was taught as a prize to be
E. G. Murphey
In the cafions the little meadows
HYOMEI outfit consisting of a bottle held and defended with one's life If are white; and the rivers, locked in
an Indestructible necessary and it is small wonder that frozen bonds await' the time when
of HYOMEI and
hard rubber pocket inhaler for $1.00. the colonists were indignant when spring shall turn the golden key to
For treating catarrh or any throat they saw the way in which parlia' set tlhem singing. Along the borderor nose ailment, pour a few drops in ment ruled them.
ing cliffs of the cafions, crystal colto the Inhaler and breathe.
The Americans were not asking for umns of Ice may be seen where some
That's all you have to do, and as separation from England nor had 111 tie spring has dared the winter's
the air passes through the inhaler It they any idea of obtaining it when cold and has lost. The implacable
becomes impregnated with antisep- tney began the war, but they were frost has punished it by so barricad
tic HYOMEI, and this soothing, heal- asking for the rights of Englishmen ing its outlets with ice, that it caning air as It passes Into the lungs and of English subjects of England. not murmur its songs of Joyful conreaches every particle of the inflamed
Midwinter In the Mountains
tent until the warm sunshine of
The higher peaks are bleak and spring shall become its liberator.
membrane, kills fffe germs and heals
barren. Toward the east their slopes
the raw, sore catarrhal spots.
Far down the cafions, where the
If you now own a HYOMEI inhaler are covered by huge drifts of snow meadows are broader and more numyou can buy an extra bottle of HYO- which the wind has molded into min erous, the trails of cattle and horses,
MEI for only 50 cents at the E. G. iature mountains, lacking only the with an occasional log cabin tell us
Murphey or druggists everywhere. heavy evergreens of the lower slopes that clvilzaition Is infringing upon
Free sample trial treatment, from to make them perfect Rockies. On and mutilating the beauties of the
the western sides the lifeless yellow wilderness.
Booth's Hyomel Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
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LAS VEGAS
HIS VICINITY has a climate of unsurpassed healthfulnesg wlth-Vl-r
out extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 300 days of
sunshine in the year.
The water supply Is abundant and pure, furnished by mountain
streams or from wells of not great depth.
.
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly 19 inches, average, occurring principally In July and August.
The soil is highly fertile anl easy of working, being generally
sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower in price than we know of anywhere elio
where conditions are equally good.
j
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, is proving to be successful
here, a large area being under cultivation.
An Irrigation system to cover many thousand arces surrounding
the city is now being constructed.
Mining developments in the adjacent mountains are showing up
very promising values. Building stone of superior quality Is quarried
nearby.
The Pecos National Forest, which Is near, affords excellent grazing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost. Stock
raising is a profitable business.
A great natural pleasure ground abounds in this National Forest,
with its grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are open
all the year for health or pleasure seekers.
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THE RECALL OP It EYES
From the standpoint of the fed
eralists the campaign against the
Mexican Insurrectos
thus far has
been marked by amazing incapacity,
not to say stupidity. From the very
o
first reports of the uprising of
and his followers, disaster has
followed the movements of the federal troops, while the insurrecto leaders have executed several really brilliant military strokes. The federals
have repeatedly fallen into the ambuscades and traps which it would
seem the merest tyro in military
science could have guarded against.
When Juarez was first - threatened,
the federal government had ample
warning and sufficient troops should
have been sent north to conduct an
governaggressive campaign. The
ment at that time should have held
the principal railroads connected
with supply headquarters. By guard
ing these roads it would have been
an easy matter to hurry reinforce
ments where needed.
Under the circumstances it is not
surprising that President Diaz has
recalled General Bernardo Reyes,
probably the best military expert
Mexico has. Reyes has been in Europe for more than a year, ostensibly
'
flevlslng a plan for the reorganization
of the Mexican war establishment. It
has been rumored repeatedly that he
was to return to help Diaz, but until
now all these rumors have been officially denied. That he is hurrying
home at this time may be regarded
as an indication that Diaz is aboul.
to take decisive steps to crush the insurrection, If the peace conference
about to be held results in failure. He
probably realizes that the present condition of anarchy in northern Mexico
cannot continue without provoking
intervention on the part of the United
Ma-der-

r

States.

armistice
The signing of a five-da- y
by Madero stimulates hope that peace
is near. At any rate, this action would
scarcely have been taken if Madero
felt confident his forces could take
Juarez. It Is not customary for com
manders to spend months securing a
position from which the final victory
may be gained, only to give it up on
Whatever
invitation of the enemy.
else may be said of Madero he has
not been lacking in courage. Nor has
he faltered in purpose, and it is not
probable that he would now sacrifice
the apparent advantage gained' at
Juarez were he confident he could
carry out his program, take Juarez
and hold It while conducting negotiations for peace. The return of Reyes,
no doubt, will ljave a strong moral effect, es the veteran soldier is very
popular all over Mexico.
o

SOCIALISM A FAILURE

t

That the Milwaukee socialists have
failed to make good on their pre-ele-c
this party
tion premises and that
will be defeated in the next city elec
tion, is the opinion of George W.
Peck, former mayor of Milwaukee
and a former governor of Wisconsin.
"With 5.000 socialists in Milwau
kee and many people tired of the rule
of the old parties, the socialist candi
dates were put in office on their
do
promises to reduce taxes and
Mr.
men,"
the
for
laboring
things
Peck said recently. "After. Mayor
Seidel and other socialists assumed
charge of the city government they
learned that the taxes were paid by
property owners. Their Idea of getting even with the rich was to let
them continue paying the taxes and
permitting the laboring men to spend
rhe revenue. It was 60 easy to spend
tomeone else's money.
"They started their administration
by attempting to1 Issue bonds for
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tion for the interurban railroads, but
the voters refused to aid the plan.
They now are attempting to spend
$1,000,000 for park lands and the
bonds for this purpose may carry, as
the plan generally Is favorea.
"The careless way in which the
socialists have handled the city revcritienues 1 the subject
cism and believe that the next election in Milwaukee will mark the passing of the socialist administration in
that city."
c

ofadre.
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PROUitESS OF WIRELESS
By the law of the land no vessel

carrying fifty or more persons, including passengers and crew, may
leave any port in the United States on
a voyage of more than 200 miles after
July 1, unless it is equipped with a
wireless telegraph apparatus capable
of transmitting and receiving messages over a distance of at least 100
miles, day .or night, in charge of a
competent operator.
Even 'without the strong encouragement of the law, without any influence
whatever beyond the cold logic of
achievement, the world's installation
of wireless telegraph apparatus has
grown to a grand total of 1,520 stations on ship and shore, exclusive of
foreign' warships and amateur outfits
up to October 1, 1910, according to a
directory compiled by the U. S.
navy department. Of this total Sil
stations were on steamships, yachts
and tugs throughout the world. Of
the shore stations the United States
had 206, of which 88 were on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts, 48 were on the
Great Lakes, 51 on the Pacific coast,
16 in Alaska, and 3 In the interior,
says the May Technical World Maga
The United States navy had
zine.
344 ship and 47 shore stations,
the
army 30 shore and 16 ship stations.
In 1909 the Marconi
company
transmitted between ship and shore
messages aggregating 519,000 words.
c
The
business ranges
from 50,000 to 75,000 words a week.
The British postoffice department
reported that in the three months
ending October 1, 1910, twice as many
wireless messages were sent and received as In any other corresponding
period. As the first step toward es
tablishing a ring of wireless stations
encircling the United
completely
Kingdom the government has purchas
ed the stations already In operation
The New Zealand government recently
asked for bids for erecting five wire
less stations, while 15 new wireless
stations now being construced along
the Amazon and Paraguay rivers in
Brazil will be in operation before the
end of the year.
trans-Atlanti-
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FARMING WITH DYNAMITE
From an eloquent pamphlet issued

by the Pennsylvania railroad we learn
of new and unsuspected uses for dy
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the plumb line In a dozen different
.
place he was ready y to jreport. There
ENT; VIRE3 '
HOW TO PR
fas a ring of triumph In hla voice.
A NEW PATTERN IN ROGER'S PLAJEOl WARE
.i ; ' '
- "Mr.
Dunn," he said, "come and
An angler In an "Isolated little inn look at it y'self. Plumb, ehT By th
was surprised' t( see on the wall in piper that played before Moses, it's
THE DAISY Is an old maxim, that "fire la ft
It
more
than
Plain
Cleveland
en
kitchen
the
the legend "Id
plumb."
parle
Gray finish
good servant but a hard master, says
Dealer.
Francals."
'
a writer in the Delineator. Shakespeare
:I':
Vi
.
" 'j '
"How is it," he asked, "that you
A little fire Is quickly
wrote:
find it neecssary to speak French
Stranger (in Pittsburg) Let me
see what's your town chiefly famous trodden out; which being suffered,
here?"
river cannot quench."
"French?" was the reply; "nobody for?
Tea Spoons, $1.00 a set of six
Fires are the result of accident,
Man
are
Say, my friend,
Pittsburg
speaks French here."
"Then why do you place that an- you collecting material cfor :a maga- spontaneous combustion or design.
the
ASK FOR OTHER PRICES
yOu really want to (If they have been accidental,
nouncement on the wall? That means zine article, or-iddiscovered
i cause
can
be
know?
.generally
here."
Is
Exchange.
French
that
spoken
and it will be found they might have
"Well, I'll be shot," replied mine
must
You
been
reduce
didn't
commercial
traveler
prevented.
Hubby
your
really
host, "if a
If the following precautions are
sell me that for a Latin motto, "Hea- dress bills, my dear; they are far too
606 Douglas Avenue, Las Vegas, New Mexico,
ven bless our home.' "Fry's Maga- large.
fires from accident and
followed,
Mrs. Nf.vlywed How inconsistent spontaneous combustion will seldom
zine.
you men are. You speak just as occur:
"But," he said, "I don't know a thing though I made out the bills. London
Keep your house, store or factory
Tatler.
about domestic science."
clean.
TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET REPORTS
"That's all right," he replied. "I
Never allow rubbish, such as paper,
"If a man has plenty of push he is rags, cobwebs, old clothes, boxes, etc.,
don't expect my wife to know anybound to rise."
to accumulate In closets and unused
thing about domestic science.'
flONEY AND STOCKS
$5.256.15; southern steers, $4.25
"Not always. I know a man who rooms.
"And I have neVer learned to sew.
26. Call money 5.75; southern cows and heifers, $3.23
New
York,
April
I couldn't make even an apron for my- has been operating a lawn mower in
Never fill the coal oil lamps after
2
4
2 2 per cent Prime mercanour neighborhood for the past thlrty dark or near an open fire.
self."
5; native cows and heifers, $36;
tile
Tribune.
ears."
to
to
paper 3
per cent. Mexican stockers and feeders,
have
"I shouldn't expect you
Chicago
j
Never run the stovepipe through a
$4.755.85;
dollars 45. Amalgamated 63
Sugar
make your own clothes."
wooden partition or the roof without
calves,
bulls,
$45.15;
2
$46.50;
116
109.
so
Great
Atchison
who
close
bid.
is
a
know
fellow
We
"I don't know anything about hangproper protection.
Cen- western steers, $4.755.90; western
125
York
New
his
from
sister's
he
Northern,
that
or
pfd.
away
or
buystayed
rugs
selecting
ing pictures
Never allow your furnace, steam or
Northern Pacific 122
cows, $3.255.
wedding because the price of rice hot water pipes to come in contact tral 106
ing groceries."
152
Plain
Southern Pacific 114
Cleveland
advanced.
had
been
Reading
idea
did
how
the
you get
"Say,
Hogs Receipts 15,000. Market Is
with the woodwork of the building.
Union Pacific 175
Steel 73
that I wanted to take you away from Dealer.
to strong. Bulk, $5.906.0-j- ;
Never put up brackets' or electrio
steady
.
,:!
pfd. 11
your happy home?" Exchange.
so they can be swung against
lights
heavy,
$5.906.05; packers and
"When their eyes met, what hapthe wooden window casings or Imme"
butchers,
unsuccess$5.956.10; light, $5.95
have
pened
Those of us who
diately under curtains.
noiAL .
him
brim
Her
hat
6.10.
kept
framed
of
"Nothing.
the
tried
placing,
high
fully
Never put ashes in a wooden reNew York, April 26. Lead, market
Sheep 11,000. Market steady to
heirlooms in a modern home will ap- twenty Inches from her mouth." Exon or about the premises.
ceptacle
standard copper, weak. Muttons,
dull,
$4.404.50;
wo- change.
a
to
credited
remark
the
$3.504.25; lambs,
preciate
Never keep matches in other than market dull'.- Spot and May $11.70
..
fed wethers
and
lambs,
man known to a contributor to Beau$56.25;
metal or earthen wares; and never 11.80. Silver 53
A street urchin went into a grocer's
fed western
tiful Homes.'
yearlings,
$3.755.10;
on
unlit.
one
throw
the floor, lit or
ewes, $3.504.10.
This woman had hung some pecu- shop and asked for a quarter of a
Never allow smoking In close proxof tea,
treasures
ancestral
pound
dreadful
WODL
liarly
"Black or green," inquired the gro imity to Inflammable merchandise.
high above average heads in the hope
St. Louis, April 26. Wool Market
CHICAOO LIVESTOCK
Never read in bed by candle or
cer.
seen.
be
seldom
would
that they
and western meunchanged.
Territory
Ump
Chicago,
light
April 26. Cattle receipts,
tor
"It doesn't matter, mister; it's
"It's no use," she sighed to her
Never close up your place of busi diums, 1517c; fine mediums, lZSp 15,000. Market'
slow to generally
wno
s
enterwoman
a
blind."
on
suddenly
husband one day
ness without flrBt going over it care- 15c; fine, ll12c.
Texas
Beeves,
steady.
so
$56.50;
of
me
remind
room;
the
"they
ing
see that all fires and 1'ghts
to
western
fully
steers,
steers,
our
in
$4.605.50;
"There
death
a
been
hasn't
The
higher
many ambitious sopranos.
are out or safe.
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
$4.805.75; stockers and feeders,
family for thirty-fiv- e
years," said the
they go the more they scream.
Always have buckets or barrels Of
$45.60; cows and heifers, $4
rich old curmudgeon.
Chicago, April 26. Wheat, May, 90
salt water near at hand to extinguish
calves, $4.506.25.
5.60;
of
wondered
often
told
have
"I
why
Bloundelle-Burtoyour
had
Mr.
July 87
Corn, May 52
a fire in its infancy. The more salt
Hogs
Receipts, 25,000. Market 5c
unsuccessful endeavors to persuade near relatives were so fearful and im31
52
58;
Oats, May
July
In the water, the more efficient.
Record-Herald- .
higher.
Light,
$5.906.25; mixed,
between
to
Chicago
patient."
distinguish
the compositor
Pork, May, $15.65;
July 31
heavy, $5.706.15;
$3.90el.20;
12.
the u's and n's in his manuscript. In
Lard, May $3.15; July
July $15.12
good to choice
He pressed her closely to his heart
on an Ingenious
When a mtdicine must be given to $9.25. Ribs, May $8.37
despair, he hit
July rough, $5.705.90;
doubtful
heavy, $5.906.15; pigs, $5.856.20;
While spooning In the park.
scheme. Opposite every
young cshildren it should be pleasant $3.20.
bulk, $66.15.
Quote he: "I'm stung by Cupid's to take. Chamberlain's Cough Rem
"n" he wrote, "This is a hen," and
Is made from loaf sugar, and the
edy
Sheep Receipts, 16,000. Market is
fowl.
dart."
Oppoa
sketched
plump
neatly
CITY LIVESTOCK
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in
roots
used
it
its
give
preparation
western,
love
in
was
Native, $34.60;
too
steady.
The
deeply
chump
site every doubtful "u" he wrote,
a flavor similar to maple syrup, makre- $3.254.60; yearlings,
26. Cattle
BeKansas
- and
was
a
City,
little
to
her
realize
April
that
it
$4.255.25;
added
hatpin.
ewe,"a
"This is
ing it pleasant to take. It has no supe400 southerns. lambs, native, $4.256.10;
western,
drawing of a fat ewe to make quite sides, the night was dark. Milwaukee rior for' colds, croup and whooping ceipts, 6,000, including
is
Market
Native
steers,
Sentinel.
steady.
$4.756.15.
For
sale
forward
all
happily
cough.
looked
He
druggists.
by
certain.
to the next proof. It began: "The
City Cousin But, Cousin, you can't
scoewehendrel slewehenk away."
go to the party in those clothes. Your
London Chronicle.
grandfather wore those at least forty
wife
get
his
ago.
makes
who
years
,
man
The
fires
Cotsln That's all right. You don't
up in the morning to start the
at last saved enough money to buy an suppose there'll be anybody at the
automobile. One day while going up party that saw him In them, do you?
Puck.
a hill the machine stopped.
"You'll have to get out and push,
Women's Wash and Lawn Dresses.
Entire stock of Women's Waists.
Fannie," he said, "because I ve got to One Conductor Helped Back to Work
Mr. Wilford Adams is his name, and
It."
Lippincott's.
and
here
guide
stay
This week only,
Bacharach's
This week only,
he writes: "I was confined to my bed
Bacharach's
and used
with chronic rheumatism
Mulligan, the contractor, put up a two bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedy
church building. Dunn was building with good effect. The third bootle put
and I resumed work as
inspector then, and when he saw the me on my feet
conductor on the Lexington, Ky.,
church, he said, "Pat, it isn't plumb." Street
It will do all you
That made Mulligan pretty mad. He claim InRailway.
cases of rheumatism." It
climbed right up and began to take clears the blood of urio acid. O. G.
measurements. Having squinted down Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
of one
or
has house
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namite on the farm. Besides its fami-la- r
tasks of extracting stumps, starting log and ice jams and breaking
up boulders, dynamite is , just the
thing, it seems, for digging ditches,
felling trees and excavating cellars.
Blowing a hole to set an apple tree
is cheaper than .digging one, and it
kills the bugs and loosens the ground
so that the tree grows better besides.
Dynamite charges set off eight or ten
feet apart to break up subsoil restore
fertility to worn lands. If a swamp
has no outlet for ditching you may
"There are no mysteries."
sometimes drain it by boring a deep
Such is the theory of William .1.
hole and blowing up its hard pan bottom. The dynamite left over may be Burns, the detective of internationa
used anywhere. The crops dote on fame, who seems to combine the dar
It
ing of Nick Carter, the boys' hero,
Dynamite detonations, the red flag with the astuteness of Dupin, admired
of warning and occasional hired men
their elders.
eent skyward in 'installments may of
In
appearance, Burns Is perhaps as
seem inconsistent with the idyllic
the accepted idea of a detec
unlike
calm of rural pursuits, but it to too
can well be except m one
as
tive
late to complain. The farmer already
Burns' eyes are
threshes and saws wood with his au- particular his eyes.
of the
"steel'blue"
the
a
blue,
pale
tomobile motor, vaccinates the soil for
fiction.
of
Penetrating,
detective
fertility, lures the cream out of fresh
milk' by centripetal force, educates fteadfast, they seem to bore Into the
seem not
butter with chemical germs, marries core of things. The lids
on a
them
fixes
he
when
to
flicker
staid and respectable fruits to produce
It seems, must
man.
Truth,
suspected
insects
with
strange mongrels, fights
master-insectfrost with smoke bare Itself to that steady gaze.
Although Burns leaped Into suddeu
blankets and blight with recondite
when he was chosen by
acids. He is a chemist, physicist, meBankers' association to
American
the
chanic, physician.
billions of dollar?
fourteen
cuard
the
simcannot
the
disrupt
Dynamite
Its
of
members, previ
n
the keeping
ple' life of the farm; it is gone now
was th mo3t
to
he
ous
probably
that
of
the
hope
recapture.
beyond
detective
among his
widely known
profession.
HAS MOST TELEPHONES
The man who assisted in the sraft
The Santa Fe Railway company
In San Francisco, and vho
now has dispatching telephone cir- exiosures
sent Mayor Eugene F. Schmitz and
cuits covering 6,374 miles of the
Abraham Ruef to jail, may be said to
'
Santa Fe system. This means that have Inherited Ms ability as a detecthe trains running on 6,374 miles of
tive, for his father was police comthe system are handled wholly by missioner of Columbus, O. He was
telephone. Thus the Santa Fe has born In Baltimore, October, 1861. His
of all the mileage in
about
moved to Columbus when the
the United States on which trains family
future solver of crimes was very
f re handled by telephone. The Santa
young, so he looks upon himself as an
I'e has 10,000 miles of lines, or only Ohloan.
about 3,630 without the 'phone disBurns, senior, kept a general store
patching.
in Columbus, and that is where the
boy got his first training. But when
FIneh'a Golden Wedding Rye, aged his father became police commission
In .the wood. Direct from distillery er a new field opened up to the lad.
c
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
He was forever hanging about police
-

Per Cent Off
at

at

The "House Spirit"

sort
a
in
another.
Every big store
spirit
case
for
is
deserved
house
the
is
store
it
the
made by
itself and
every
spirit
the way it is managed. For example, in one store the employees are cheerful and contented; they go about their business with the air of being proud
to be a part of the establishment. In another store the salespeople our all
grumpy and perform their duties in a mechanical indifferent sort of way as
though they were serving out a sentence. In both of these cases the management is responsible for the house spirit manifested.

Burns A Nemesis of Crime

one-sixt- h

1--

headquarters, chumming with the detectives and begging them to tell him
of crimes that presented
aspects.
But the career of the ordinary city
detective was not for Burns, "the best
man in the secret service," as he
afterward was known. He soon was
made a member of the government
secret service and was sent 'to Cincinnati to trace some counterfeit
bank notes which were being distributed there.
of
The arrest and conviction
Charles Ulrich, "the most artlstis
counterfeiter in the world," as Burns
called him, earned promotion for his
captor and financial gain for the large
number of magazine and newspaper
writers who have made "copy" of this
exploit. Following the Ulrich eaae
came that of Taylor and Bredell of
Philadelphia, who made a $100 silver
certificate with a head of Monroe that
was so perfect a forgery that even
government experts declared It genuine. These men were found guilty
and sent to the" penitentiary though
It took Burns more than two years to
accomplish it.
In 1903 Burns was detailed by Secretary Hitchcock of the department
of the interior to investigate the land
frauds that had Just been unearthed
In California. The work, he did resulted in the conviction of a United
States senator, & congressman, a large
number of federal, state and! city
officials and a few millionaire citizens of California." '
And now Burns haa run to earth a
gang of alleged dynamiters who
have destroyed millions of dollars
worth of property and cost scores of
lives.

MOST EVERYONE KNOWS BACHARACH'S
WAY OF DOING THINGS

The Baby in

White

He's nearly everybody's
baby, nowadays, if his
mother knows what is
what. Fashion has sent
us very pretty frocks in
Russian Plaated and belted styles for children of 2
to 6 years. It is always a
fond parent's wish to get
the best possible things for
the little ones. These we
are able to price so little
as $2.50 and $5.50.

See Window Display

Stein, Block Clothing Host Men
Custom Made Suits
for Hen
Custom made suits are no longer
considered a luxury men are learning

that the triffling added cost comes back
to them many times over in the added
life of the suit and the increased comfort which comes from wearing styles
which they know are right. One Stein
Block Suit holds tts shape and wears
better than two of any other suits made.
Give us your special order.''1 Remem-

ber no other suit in town will be like it.

$20.00 to $50.00

Buy 5 of
These $i

Shirts

Some take a

i doxen

or
more and few are satisfied
with less than three. Little wonder when quality
and .price are considered
Made of fine
Madras by a manufacturer
of high grade shirts. .This
is a special lot and contains some $1.50 and $1.75
values. Coat Shirts with

together,

attachedjeuff s, $1 .00.

'
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Agents for
Victor Talking Machines
and Records.
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OF QUALITY"

Agents for
Ladi e s '
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nal Patterns.
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House Cleaning

PERSONALS
Alfred Herrera Is in Santa Fe on a
visit. '
I
Dr. J. L. Flint of Watrous ia in
the

NINETY-SECON-

sLNotesk
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The man who does' the
weighing, the measuring
J
the man who knows how
nd why the - man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility Is never
lost sight of for a moment

Tteltfreiailfes.
Dr. j. S. Montoya has returned from
an extended buiiines
trip to Mora.
Ben Strickfadden went this afternoon to Wagon Mound on a business
trip.
Mrs. H. nreld and Mrs. H. M.
Smith . are
friends
in
visiting
Santa Fe.
R. H. Russell of Fort
Smith, Ark,
v,aa among the business visitors in
La Vegas today.
A. M. Hammond returned
today
from Denver, where he had been the
past two 'weeks.
O. H. Blasslngtoam,
who resides in
Pueblo, is in Las Vegas on businesB
for the Santa Fe.
J. M. Lee of Trinidad arrived in
this city yesterday and will spend a
short time here.
Oscar Magnuson of Chicago has arrived in Las Vegas and will spend
some time in the country in this
vicinity. Today he left for the Pincetl
ranch, near El Porvenlr.

In prescription filling.
Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from any

standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

CO.

Phone Main 3

,

We Have
Received

Just

a Lot of

Western
Garden

Dr. John R. Gass, synodical missionary for the Presbyterian church
In New Mexico and Arizona, Is here
from his headquarters in Albuquerque on church business.
Mr. and Mrs. Adin H. Whitmore
will leave
Sunday for Excelsior
Springs, Mo., where they will spend
several weeks enjoying a vacation at
that famous health resort.
W. A. Golden, a United States
e
inspector who makes his headi
quarters in Las Vegas, is back in the
city after having been away on an
official trip for several weeks.
JohnvBell, who has been connected
with the Wells Fargo company in
Santa Fe for a number of years, has
come to Las Vegas and entered the
employment of the Santa Fe railway.
Mrs. H. W. Heymann and children
left last night for Koehler, N. At.,
where they expect to make their
home. Dr. Heymann recently having
been appointed resident physician for
the big Colfax county coal camp.
Henry Hipsh, brother of Mrs. Hey- TVIOnn
ninnmnnnl Art' h An .v. . t
and will spend several' days at 'Koehler.
, Zr

Seed
In Bulk
and
Package

post-offic-

From Barteldes Seed

It will pay you
to see our line before
buying elsewhere.
Co.

J.

f

A.

Papen

Grocer and Butcher.

University of

New flexico
Albuquerque, N. M.

Cleaning- house is now in

For Spot Gash Only, No
or Premiums &o

30c for the 7 ft. mounted 50c
Shades.
45c for the 7 ft. mounted
Opaque 75c Window Shades.
75c for the 7 ft.x38 in. wide
Duplex Shades, hand mountedi
the $1.00 Quality.
50c pair for 75c Lace Curtains
95c pair for $1.25 Lace Curtains
$1.20 pair ;for the $1.50 Lace
Curtains.
$1.40 pair for the $1.75 and $2
Lace Curtains.
$1.00 a week will buy a new
Buck's Range, 6 hole, big value
for' $40.00.
$9.85 for the $12.50 Dexter
Washing Machine.
$1.95 for the $2.85 Lace Curtain Stretcher with easel back,
the best kind on the market.
52c square yard for the 75c
Printed Linoleum.
62c square yard for the 85c
Printed Linoleum.
$1.10 square yard for the
$1.50 Inlaid Linoleum.
$1.20 square yard for the
$175 Inlaid Linoleum.
Off any Navajo Indian
5

Rug.
$19.60 for the $25.00 Smith
Axminster Rugs,
by 10-$21.85 for the $27.50 Smith
Axminster Rugs, 9 by 12 ft.
8--

Summer School

1911

BASEBALL

SCORES;

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
"V

Six Weeks, June

5

T

to

July 14

National League
R. H. E.
Score
9 8 1
Pittsburg
4 7 3
St. Louis
and Gibson;
Batteries Camnltz
Harmon, Zmich and Bresnahan, Bliss
and Wingo.
R. H. i.
Score

Principal Subjects Offered:
General History, English
Literature, Physics,
Chemistry, Zoology,
Classics, Modern
Languages, Special Courses for High School
Instructors. Vocal and
Instrumental Music.

6
4

Chicago

.'
Cincinnati
Batteries
Foxen, Brown
Archer; Fromme, Keefe, Burns

Crark.

1

9
9

1

and
and

'

R .H.
Score
4
1
Boston
. 3 10 1
New York
Batteries Flaherty and Graham;
Matthewson and Meyers.
R.H-E- .
Score
3. 7 1
Philadelphia
4
5 2
Brooklyn
Batteries Moore and Dooin; Bar- ger and Bergen.
E--

Fee for the Course
Five Dollars
t

Exclusive of Laboratory Fees

Circular'of Information on
application to the Registrar
of the University.

American

League

R, H. E.
Score
912 2
....
Louis
St
11 11 1
Detroit ..... .'...
Batteries Lake, George, Mitchell
e
and Clark; Cavette, Covington,
and Stanage.
R- - H. E.
'
Score
2 3 2
Washington ,
1
1116
Philadelphia....
Batteries
Hughes, Gray, Sherry
and Street; Ainsmlth; Coombs and
1

Wll-lett-

f

A Sife and Absolutely Harmless

Digestion Tonic

:

Prepared by Saiz de Carlos, a Physician, Surgeon and Pharmaceutist
of acknowledged standing.
Stomallx, already favorably known
medical
to, and recommended by tothe
the public
profession, is introduced treatment
for
safest
as the beet and
the cure of

Diseases of

Lapp.
:v
Score
v t
Boston
2
7
3
New York
Wood and Carrigan;
Batteries
Fisher, Warhop and Blair.
R.H.E.
Score

001

tte Stomach

Chicago

and Intestines

stinv.
relieving pain, aiding digestion,
ulating appetite and toning the entire
SyNoalteration in the patient's usual
diet need be made, except in extreme
cases.
Stomallx is gradual and benign ina
its results, rendering the patient
or a
well man, and not the victim brain
to
drug habit. It is invaluable
for
workers; it increases the capacity
effort, corrects ailments of children,
and benefits both young and old.

Western League
Omaha 3;, Sioux City 1.
Topeka 9 Lincoln 3.
Des Moines 4; St. Joseph
Denver 7; Wichita 5.

For Safe by all DruggisU.

E. FOUQERA & CO.
Agents,

U.S.

New York.

Best draught beer In
the Lobby, of course.

tie

""

city,

5

..........

2
.1
Clevealnd
Batteries Young and Sullivan;
Brandburg and Land.

t

3
1

2.

American Association
- Minneapolis 13; Toledo 1.
Louisville 7; Kansas, City 6.
Columbus 3; Milwaukee 4. (Ten
..
ings.)
'
Indianapolis 5; St. Paul 9.

..

8
4

,

Inn--

3

WILL BE

6.

t

B RATED
..

BY LA8 VEGAS,
LODGE TONIGHT ;.'

Fellowship 'in the United
States is ninety-tw- o
years old today.
Loyal members of the craft who reside in Las Vegas will tonight celebrate with fitting ceremonies the anniversary of the birth of their order.
In the Odd Fellows' lodge rooms on
Sixth street, members of the lodge,
the Rebekahs and their relatives and
friends will gather at 8 o'olock. An
informal reception will be held for a
short time after which an Interesting
program will be participated in.
Rev. O. P. Miles of the First Baptist church and Rev. E. C. Anderson
of the First Methodist church, will
give addresses on Odd Fellowship.
There will be several other features
of entertainment.
Following the program the Odd Fellowa and their
friends will be seated at a bounteous
banquet.
Ninety-tw- o
years ago the 26th of
April three men met in an Inn in
Baltimore and promulgated the principles of Odd Fellowship. From that
small beginning his sprung one of
the greatest fraternities. Its growth
has been wonderful, as in its infancy
it met with much opposition .because
of its secret nature. In the year 1 S46
churches refused to allow the members of the fraternity to hold any
services within their walls. Now it
Is a yearly custom to hold memorial
(eTvicea in churches and the old
prejudice has given way.
According to a schedule of fraternal societies of America for 1903
the Rebekah branch alone shows a
membership of 633,615 members. The
total membership of the I. O: O. F. is
row about 2,000,000. Schuyler Colfax
conceived the Idea of a degree for
the wives, mothers and sisters of its
members, and from that degree has
sprung the Rebekah branch.

our corset department it is an easy matter to get a corset
for every occasion corsets especially designed to be worn
with afternoon, dinner and evening gowns, for the athletic
woman, for those desiring the best results from tailored
garments for every figure and every occasion, corsets that
combine ease and comfort with those new, graceful lines
so much desired by every woman.
At

r.

THOMSON'S

OVER HORSE TRADE
Horse trading, that employment requiring the greatest of tact, abiilty
and argument, was responsible for
the appearance in the court of Justice D. R. Murray this morning of
Opposite , M. C. A.. E.Las Vegas Julian Jaramlllo. Florenclo Arellanes
was Jaramlllo's accuser. He charged
Jaramlllo with obtaining a horse under false pretenses and started proPARTIAL ECLIPSE
ceedings to replevin the animal. Both
the men are rural mail carriers. A tew
days ago, according to the story; they
OF SUN FRIDAY decided to trade horses. The deal was
closed. Arellanes transferred Jaramil-lo'- s
horse into the harness of his own
MOON WILL CROSS PATH OF OLD animal which Jaramillo took Arellanes'
caballo and hitched the brute to his
SOL BETWEEN 4:30 AND
became
wagon,-- . Arellanes, however,
5 O'CLOCK
dissatisfied with his deal. He believed
he had been cheated. So he had JaraA partial eclipse of the sun will millo arrested.
Judge Murray has set
occur Friday afternoon between 4:30 the case for trial at 9 o'clock toand 5:30 o'clock. Only a small por- morrow morning.
tion of the sun will be eclipsed as
viewed from New Mexico, but the
ANNUAL MEETING OF
dark shadow of the moon on the face
of the sun will be plainly seen. It
ST. PAJJIS CHURCH
first will be detected by a black
shadow on the bottom of the sun
and will reach its greatest magnitude GOVERNOR WILLIAM J. MILLS
SENIOR WAR-- y
when the moon's shadow has comthree-fourth-s
DEN
its
OF
PARISH
of
journey
pleted
a
9,000
around the earth. Along path
That the St. Paul's Memorial parmiles In length and averaging sixty-seve- n
miles wide the eclipse will be ish is in good condition both
spiritually and from a business standcomplete.
This i path of the moon's shadow on point was shown at the annual meetthe earth begins 200 miles west of ing of the corporation, which was
Sidney, Australia, and extends in a held last night in Guild hall on Nanortheasterly direction across the tional avenue. The report of the recPacific ocean to a point about 175 tor, Rev. J. S. Moore, showed an immiles south of the coast of Salvador, provement in the work and was
Central America. In Eastern Aus- optimistic for better things during
tralia the sun will rise totally the coming year. Reports were read
'
eclipsed wheres the moon's shadow by officers of the Sunday school,
comes in contact with the earth and Ladies' guild, Altar guild, and Worn-f.n-'s
auxiliary. These showed all
begins to travel across the Pacific at
the rate of 2,700 miles an hour, ar- ho organizations to be in good conriving at the end of its course in three dition and doing excellent work.
The following officers were electminutes and fifty-fru- r
hours, twenty-tw-o
seconds, where the sun Is total- - or": William J. Mills, senior warden;
Robert L. M. Ross, junior warden;
rhe Atlantic coi
pt rundown the sun appears partiallly Dr. E. B. Shaw, George H. Klnkel.
Charles H. Sporleder, Charles W. (i
eclipsed.
R. C. Rankin, B. H. Newlee
Ward,
who
to
wish
view
the eclipse
.Those
should prepare some smoked glass and J. F. Anton, vestrymen.
Dr. E. B. Shaw and R. C. Rankin
and have it handy at the proper hour.
were elected to represent the parish
delegates to the New Mexjco con
NEW TITLE FOR ILFELD
vocation of the Episcopal ' church,
1.
r
will wv V1J - Tt
The Santa Fe New Mexican has
conferred upon Louis Ilfeld a new
title in the following item which ap- 'Following the completion of the
transaction of he business before the
peared in yesterday's paper:
"I C. Ilfeld, assistant district at- meeting delicious refreshments were
torney and captain of the National served by the ladies of the church.
guard at Las Vegas, is at the Palace The meeting was well attended and
hotel."
the outlook for a successful year is
Now he won't speak to us at all.
highly encouraging.

"GLOVE-FITTING-

CORSETS

"

were tjie first made in America, and for more than
fifty years they have been the first choice of women
who are particular that their gowns shall have the
correct figure lines.'

The secret of the great success of these corsets lies
in the fact that they fit the figure like a glove, in
other words, they are absolutely comfortable, which
cannot be said of all corsets.

IN'S
I

Ml

(i,

rTTTWC
COMETS

Our corsetiere will see that you get the right model,
the right length and perfect adjustment of the garment about the bust and hips. If you have had
trouble in getting a perfect fit before, we can provide
it, if not out of stock, will see that it is ordered from
the factory.

ifrowsoN-ViGLdvi-FrrnNC-

s

1

Vi t criteETS

All Models

ONLY AT- -

From;$1.00 to $10.00

ESTABLISHED

DISAGREE

ROSENTHAL

(

,,

Up-to-D-

CORSET FOR EVERY OCCASION

A
CELE-J--

Odd

With This Sale

1--

THE OCCASION

'

es

Requirement for
Every Carefully Dressed Woman is

ODD FELLOWS

'"

For week ending
April 29

TIE

'

or-

der and we are going to help
you by making big reductions
in just the goods you need,
rightt now.

An

IQSfc

m

San Miguel National Bank
J, M.

OmpttmlPmldln

Pmident,

CUNNINGHAM,

FRANK SPR1NOER, Vie President,
D.T.HOSKINS, Cuhler,

9100,000.00

Surplum

$69,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Some of Our Depositors

O

9
9
9

-

Are people of small affairs. But they wisely argue
that the less they have the more they should guard
it carefully.

This Bank Will Guard Your Money
Even against your own tendency to spend too
Open an account and you'll be better off.

free-

ly.

0

....... i

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

RICH GOLDSTRIKE
(Continued From Page One)
until recently when Ben Williams of
Las Vegas, went to work there with
a gang of miners. It is located near
the Aztec claim from which J. van
Houten is taking out rich ore regular
Raton Mining and Milling
ly. The
company owns a number of improve
ments on the property and is in shape
to mine" extensively as soon as the
snow melts from the mountains.
ate
Among the men interested
Charles Remsberg of Raton; M. R.
Williams, Ben Williams, F. O. Blood,
E. T. Plowman and many other resi
dents of Las Vegas,, several of whom
are railroad men. They say they have
investigated the proposition thoroughly and are convinced that it is a good
one.
Tony Faust draught beer Is on tap

MANY READY RESPONSES
Ready response is being made by
the citizens of Las Vegas to the committees who are working for an increased membership for the T. M. C.
A.
Yesterday, the first day of the
campaign, was encouraging to the
workers, who received many memberships and subscriptions.
Today the
workers did equally well Tomorrow
will be the last two of the campaign.
If it proves as sucoeesfol as yesterday and today the T. M. C. A. will
be placed upon a financial footing
which will Insure its meeting its annual expenses. The committees found
many friends of the association who
said they would have come to its assistance long ago had they been solicited. In every way the committees
are meeting with the "help and encouragement that Governor W. J.
Mills predicted in his address Monday evening.
Good

results always follow Foley's

at the Opera Bar, and is one of the Kidney Tills. They give prompt
cases
in

re-

all
of kidney and bladder
flneat draught beers served over any lief
disorders. Try them. O. G. Schaefer
bar in the clty.- and Red Cross Drug Co.
:

8Utement of
THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY OF NEW YORK
New York, N. Y.
To December 31st, 1910:
Assets
$572,859,062.93
Liabilities & Reserves.. $572,859,062.98
O. C. WATSON, Manager.
Pueblo, Colo.
"Our baby cries for Chamberlain's

Cough Remedy," writes Mrs. T. B.
Kendrick, Rasaca, Ga. "It is the best

cough remedy on the market for
coughs, colds and croup." For sale
by all druggists.
In cases of rheumatism relief from
pain makes sleep and rest possible.
This may be obtained by applying
Chamberlain's Liniment. For sale by
all druggists.

Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
Estimates Furnished on' All Kinds of
.
Building Job Work a Specialty.
Phone Main 336.
Opposite Optic
;
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For Sale

Miscellaneous

35-5-

s.

34-3-

38-3-

40-3-

1--

Black, 1 doz. No. 30.
dozen Ladies' Shoe, as
2
1
doz. 6
doz. 8s;
1 doz. 4s.
1 dozen Boxes Knitting
White No. 18.
dozen Boxes Pantaloon
large size.
dozen Boxes Safety
box No. 2; 5 boxes No. 3.

70.

3

WEST BOUND
Arrive
1
3
7

2

1:50
6:15
5:15
6:35

9

P. M.
A. M.

P.

M.
P. M.

Depart
1

2:10 P.

3

7

6:20 A. M.
6:40 P. M.

9

7:00 P.

M.

M.

EAST BOUND

1:15 A.M.
1:45 P. M.
Depart
9:15 P. M,
11:20 P. M.
1:25 A. M,
2:10 P. M,

WILMAPttON
HAFFNDRCD
ENGRAVERS-PRINTE-R

DENVEP. COLO.

doz. 3s;
Cotton,

Buttons,

2

Pins;

1

dozen Papers Pins, needle points.
dozen Sets Knitting Needles.
2 dozen Gauze Vests, size 5 and 6.
dozen Spreads, 2 2 yards long,
2
yards wide.
5 dozen Napkins.
2 dozen Thin Cups and Saucers.
12 dozen Heavy Dinner Plates.
12 dozen Heavy Cups and Saucers.
Cups without handles.
12 dozen Heavy Sauce Dishes.
2 dozen Thin Plates.
4
dozen Gravy Boats. 2 dozen Soup Bowls.
2 dozen Heavy Vegetable Dishes.
1 dozen Thin Vegetable Dishes.
4
dozen Quart Pitchers.
2
dozen Salt and Pepper Shakers.
dozen Layer Cake Pans.
4 dozen Small sauce dishes, heavy.
:
2 dozen Whisk Brooms.
6 dozen Pencil Tablets.
3 dozen Blankets.
4 dozen Toothbrushes.
1 bale Good Cotton.
fl bolt 8 oz. Canvas.
1 bolt Apron Gingham.
600 yards Hospital Gauze.
600 yards Pepperrell
unbleached
t.
sheeting,
6

1

2

,

lauiw

follows:

2

4

.9:10 P. M.
.11:10 P. M.

;

s;

2

Arrive

No. 2
No. 4
No. 8
No. 10

yards Gingham, no two bolts

.

Wanted

No. 2
No. 4
No. 8
No. 10

bolts

Board of Directors of the New Mexico alike.
600 yards Old Hickory Shirting.
Insane Asylum at Las Vegas until ten
100 yards Stevens Crash Toweling.
o'clock Tuesday, May 2nd, 1911, for
50 yards Indian Head.
the furnishing and delivery at the
600 yds. Dotted Swiss, double fold.
New Mexico Insane Asylum ot all or
200 yards Ticking, good qdality.
600 yards Table cloth.
any of the hereinafter named supplies
6 boxes Typewriter
Paper, 503
required for the maintenance of the
6 to8 copy.
hospital, commencing May 1st, 1911: sheets each, 8
2 boxes Typewriter
20.0U0 lbs. flour, bidder name brand.
Paper, 500
6 to 8 copy.
sheets each, 8
8.0U0 lbs. potatoes.
4 Quart Bottles
Pen
Fountain
10,000 lbs. sugar.
800 lbs. Evaporated Apples, crop Fluid.
2 Quart Bottles Laundry Ink.
1910.
200 feet
inch Hose.
800 lbs. Evaporated Peaches, crop
1,000 feet lumber, 1x12x14 S2S.
1910.
10 gallons Paint, different colors.
Uw lbs. Evaporated Apricots, crop
10 Gallons Wood Stain.
1910.
2 Gallons Varnish.
400 lbs. Cooking Figs.
1 Gross
.
800 lbs. prunes.
Carriage Bolts, different
.
sizes.
800 lbs. Raisins, 4 Crown.
5 Gallons Linseed Oil.
2,000 lbs. Lard, 50 lb. cans. Bidder
4 Boxes Window Glass 14x30 inches.
name brand..
Good
800 tons
Rice.
lbs.
quality.
Slack, f. o. b. Asylum
1,500
2,000 lbs. Coffee, more or less, as Switch, as required from May 1, 1911

RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
ADVER
TISEMENTS
Five cent per line each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a
line No ad to occupy less space than required.
two lines. All advertisements charg
100 lbs. White House Coffee.
ed wilt be booked at space actually
400 lbs. White Squadron Coffee.
set, without regard to number of
2,000 lbs. White Corn Meal, more or
words. Cash In advance preferred less, as required.
Bidder
400 lbs. Chewing Tobacco.
'
brand.
name
20,000 ibs. Corn Chop.
14,000 lbs. Oats, recleaned.
.WANTED A cook for J. W. Harri
500 lbs. Baking Powder. Bidder
son's place on the Pecos. Inquire at
name brand.
Gross Kelly & Co.
1,100 lbs. Oleomargarine, Buttercup
tWANTED Two or three furnished or Sunlight, as required.
800
lbs. Codfish. Bidder name
rooms for light housekeeping. Ad
dress M. J., Optic office.
brand.
100 lbs. Tapioca.
300 lbs. Tea. Bidder name brand.
1,000 lbs. Washing Podwer. Bidder
brand.
name
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de
lbs. Soap Chips. Bidder name
2,500
rec
seals
and
scriptions. Notary
brand.
ords at The Optlo ofCce.
50 lbs. Black Pepper. Bidder name
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock brand.
8 cases Toilet Soap, 1 gross each.
baby chicles, $14.00 per 100. Money
30 cases Laundry Soap.
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag3 cases A. P. W. Toilet Paper, 24
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan., R 2,
cartons each.
8 cases
Laundry Gloss Starch,
Kingsford preferred.
10 cases Sapollo.
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
Books
of
30 cases Quaker Oats,
corporations or individuals opened,
30 cases Soda Crackers.
closed, checked or audited. Small
8 cases, Green Corn, solid cans,
sets of books kept up at moderate
10 cases Tomatoes.
w.
Van
Box
P.
62,
charge.
Ness,
10 cases Green Peas.
City.
8 cases P. V. Blend Syrup.
2 cases
Safety Matches. "Red
ASSESSMENT NOTICE
Notice Is hereby give., to all tax Top."
2 cases Knox Minute Gelatine.
payers In Precinct Number 29 of the
6 cases Pettijohn's Breakfast Food,
be
I
will
San
of
that
Miguel,
County
6 cases Hominy Grits.
in my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, be
125 Jackets Corn Syrup, 2s, good
tween the hours of 8 a. m. and 6 p. m.
until the 30th day of April, 1911, to quality.
.
12 Bales Salt,
receive returns of all taxable proper2
Bbls.
Those
to
so
within
do
Vinegar.
the
ty.
railing
12 dozen Dandy Brooms.
specified r'me will be assessed by me
6 dozen Fiber Palls.
according to Section 4035 of the com5 dozen Bib Overalls, as follows:
of
laws
a
and
of
1897,
piled
penalty
2 doz.
2 doz.
25 per cent 'will be imposed on those 1 doz.
S
6 dozen Jumpers, as follows:
who fail to make returns,
JOHN H. YORK, Assessor doz. No. 42; 3 doz. No. 40.
apr 30
1 doz.
3 doz. Coats, as follows:
Mrs. F. Marti, St Joe, Mich., says: No. 36; 1 doz. No. 38; 1 doz No. 40.
"Our little boy contracted a severe
25 dozen Socks.
bronchial trouble and as the doctor's
10 dozen Handkerchiefs.
tnedidne did not cure him, I gave him
4 dozen Suspenders.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound in
3 dozen Hats.
which I have great faith. It cured
the cough as well as the choking and
6 dozen Men's Shoes, as follows:
gagging spells, and he got well In a 3 doz. 8s; 2 doz. 9s; 1 dV 10s.
short tme. Foley's Honey and Tar
6 dozen Ladles' Hose, as follows:
Compound' has many times saved us
2 doz. 9; 2 doz. 10.
much trouble and we are never with- 2 doz. 8
out it In the house." O. G. Schafer
9 dozen Boxes Thread, a3 follows:
find Red Cross Drug Co.
White, 2 doz. No. 8; 2 doz. No. 16;
2 doz. No. 30; 2 doz. No. 36; 2 doz.
LOCAL TIME CARD
No. 40; 2 doz. No. 50; 2 doz. No.

No.
No.
No.
No.

yards Cheviot, no two

HE LOBBY

RESTAURANT AND CAFE1!

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

BEST

SOCIETY
CHAPMAN

GOODS

OBTAINABLE

AND

BUSINESS

8-- 4.

'

to May 1, 1912.

Tons Nut Coal, f. 0. b. Asylum,
as required from May 1, 1911 to May
100

1,

1912.

Wood. Dry Split Pine.
All the foregoing to be delivered at
50 Cords

I
the asylum.
Bidders submit samples of articles
marked with an asterisk
The board of directors of the Insane
Asylum reserve the right to reject
any and all bids.
Bidders should write plainly on en
velope the following: ,1 "Bids for Sup
plies for the New Mexico Insane Asy
lum," with the name or names of bid'
ders.
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS,
W. E. GORTNER,
President.
Secretary.

()

SCORE

THE

AMERICAN

CITY

Writers In Success Magazine Assert
iney Are men in am inings
Save Beauty.
In the last hundred years the growth

of American cities has been marvelous, says Franklin Clarktn in Success
h
of the
Magazine. More than
n amber of the largest cities of the
earth are now American cities. Phil
one-sixt-

ALWAYS

DIRECTORY

Thursday of ear a mooih. e:fe:a
run.
thirtieth brettfe. YltUoj
brothers always welcome to the
wigwam, w. O. Wood,
cteTn;
David Flint, cblef of records as 4
collector of wampum.

munication first and
third Thursday In each
month. Visiting broth,
ers cordially invited.
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
Sporleder, Secretary.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg-a.QuI-

conclave second

Tues-V- "

day in each month at Ma- sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. DBoucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
-

.

THE

1

HANDLED

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A RED MEN Meet In
fraternal Bros
A. M. Regular
comerhood ball tbe sleep of the fcrana

2

FBI

No.
No.
No.
No.

iu.

wide.

Sealed proposals will be received alike.
at the office of the secretary of the
300

WflHT

yards Canton ij'ianntsi,

400

CALL FOR BIDS
Las Vegas, N. M., April 4, 191L

DAILY
(

!

f. o. ELKS Meets second aid
fourth Tuesday evening ot each j
month at O. R, C halL VUiCng '
Brothers are cordially Invited. O. I
H. Hunker. Exalted Ruler; D-- W
Condon, Secretary

J

corder.

F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month, at Fraternal Brotherhood hall Visiting
Regular
Brothers cordially invited to attend.
convocation first Monday
B. F. McGulre, President; E. C.
at Main each month,
Ward, Secretary.
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
m. J. A. Rutledge, H.
KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
P.; Chas. H- - Sporleder,
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
secretary.
Thursday in O. R, C. hall. Pioneer
building.
Visiting members are cor.
E.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O.
dially Invited. W. R. Tipton, 0. K-- ;
S. Meets second and fourth ThursE. P. Mackel. T. 8.
days in Masonic I Temple. Mrs.
M.
Matron:
Agnes
Tripp, Worthy
0. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
1. Meets every
Monday evening at
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
their hall on Sixth street All visit
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street
ing brethren cordially Invited to at
tend. Carl Carl Wertt, N. 6.; A
NO
LODGE
DORADO
1,
EL
T. Rogers, V. 0.; T. M. Elwood.
OF PYTHIAS Meets
KNIGHTS
Secretary: W. E. Critee, treasurer;
C-- V.
every Monday eveHedgcock. cemetery trustee.
ning in Castle hall.
Visiting Knights are LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
invited.
cordially
Meets the second and fourth FriChas. E. Liebsch- days of each month la the W.
nier. Chancellor
W. hall, at 8 p.. m.
Commander. Harry
Christopher
uiay, Venerable Consul; George
Martin, Keeper of
Laemmle, Clerk; z. W. Montague,
Records and Seal.
assistant deputy. Visiting Neigh
bors are cordially invited.
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
DENTISTS.
and third Wednesdays of each
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
F. R. LORD
hall. A. E. Bay ward, F. M.; W. A.
memGIvens, Secretary.
Visiting
DENTIST
bers cordially invited.
Office Pioneer

VEGAS
LAS
CHAPTER
ROYAL ARCH MASONS

NO.

3,

a

adelphia is more impressive, as to
Building
population, than Constantinople. Bos
Rooms 3 and 4
ton outranks Madrid, as Cleveland FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
NO
Office
Phone Main 87
does Hong Kong. Chicago arose from
102 Meets every Monday night at
Phone Main 4 IS
ana name to a place all but equaling
their hall in the Schmidt building, Residence
cient Tokyo in numbers of people as
west of Fountain Square, at eight
sembled.
They are rich, these young
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
o'clock. Visiting members are cor
cities, rich beyond the capitals of king
DENTI8T
dially welcome. Fred Phillips, presidoms In every way save that which
C,
Carrie
Schrock,
Secretary;
senses.
wins the best of the
dent;
Suite 4, Crockett Building. Has phones
"Most of our seaboard cities," de
Bally, Treasurer.
at office and residence.
clares E. H. Blashfleld, an artist, "are
or
NO.
older
than
LODGE
Athens
. E. ROSENWALD
545,
practically far
Florence or Venice when they began
ATTORNEYS
I, 0. of B. B. Meets every first Tuesto clothe themselves with beauty as
of the month In the vestry
day
with a garment. We are richer, more
Chester A. Hunker
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 Geo. H. Hunker
prosperous, more peaceful; we have
are
brothers
m.
o'clock
Visiting
p.
no soldiers to pay, no enemies to fear,
HUNKER & HUNKER
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
no princes to bribe, no factions to
Attorneys at Law
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
watch; and yet we are not beautiful
Las
New Mexico
We are not even picturesquely and
Vegas
retary.
grimly ugly, like London; we are only
shoddy and commonplace and lacking
Estray Advertisement
in individuality."
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
may concern that the following de- scribed estray animal was taken up by
To Beautify Black Country.
taken
was
up by Felipe Bernal, San Antonio, N. M.
scribed estray animal
It was resolved at a meeting in Jose Chavira, Tome, N. M.
One berry color pony
Birmingham of the South Staffs and
t! mare about 4 or 5
One dark bay horse
years old, about
Warwickshire Institute of Mining Eninches
4
five
nine
feet
high.
feet
old,
an
years
high.
to
support
application by
gineers
Branded
Branded
the Midland Reforesting association
I
to the development commissioners for
' On left shoulder
On right hip
a grant toward the cost of acquiring
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this
f
and
and planting thirty-si- x
On right shoulder
claimed by owner on or
unless
Board,
144
at
and
of
land
acres
acres before May 10, 1911, said date being 10
Morley
Said animal being unknown to una
at Brentley, near Walsall, says the
appearance of this ad- Board, unless claimed by owner on or
London Chronicle. The association days after last
said estray will be sold before May 10, 1911, said date being 10
believed that the planting of old col- vertisement,
this Board for the benefit of the days after last appearance of this ad
by
would
to
transform owner when found.
help
liery sites
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Into beanty what were now serious
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
by this Board for the benefit of the
M.
N.
eyesores, would render productive
Albuqjerque,
owner when found.
lands now useless and find work for First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, '11
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
the unemployed.
Albuquerque. N. M.
First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, '11
Estray Advertisement
The Sound Sleep of Good Health
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Can jut be cer estimated and any may concern that the following deEstray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
ailment, ttiai prevents it is a menace scribed estray animal was taken up by
may concern that the following deto health. J. L. Soutbers, Eau Claire, W. L. Harrell, Clayton, N. M.
scribed
animal was taken ud Ik
Wis., says: "I have been unable to
One red cow, 3 years old. Manuel estray Las
Lopez,
Cruces, N M.
sleep soundly nights, because of pains
Branded
One bay yearling colt.
DM
across, my back and soreness of my
On left ribs
Branded
kidneys. My appetite was very poor
and my general condition wa3 much
Said animal being unknown to this
On
left neck
run d wn. I have been taking Foley Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Said animal being unknown to iui
Kidney Pills but a short time and now before May 10, 1911, said date being 10
Board, unless claimed by owner on o.
sleep as sound as a rock, my general days after last appearance of this ad- before
May 10, 1911, said date being 10
conditions is greatly improved, and I vertisement, said estray will be sold
know that Foley Kidney Pills have by this Board for the benefit of the days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be Bold
curod me." O. G. Schaefer and Red owner when found.
by this Board for the benefit of th
Cross Drug Co.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
owner when found.
i
Albuquerque, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
'
First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, '11
Albuquerque, N. ,v
Constipation brings many ailments in
First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, '11
its train and is the primary cause of
much sickness. Keep your bowels
Estray Aaverxisement
regular madam, and you will escape
Estray Advertisement
Is hereby given to whom it
Notice
women
which
to
ailments
of
Notice is hereby given to whom ft
the
many
concern that the following demay
13
a
concern
are subject Constipation
very scribed
that the following deestray animal was taken up by may
scribed estray animal was taken up bv
simple thing, but like many simple M. T. Nix, Rosebud, N. M.
conseW. C. Simpson, Demlng, N. M.
things, it may lead to serious
One roan pony horse 12 or
t:
quences. Nature often needs a Uttle
One dun horse, about 15
assistance and when Chamberlain's 15 years old.
old.
years
Tablets are given at the first indicaBranded
Branded
tion, much distress and suffering may
On left hip
On left hip- be avoided. Sold by all druggists.
to
this
unknown
Said animal being
Said animal being unknown to ih.i
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Not a Narcotic before May 10, 1911, said date being 10 before May 10, 1911, said
A Reliable Medicine
date being 10
Foley Kidney PIUb contain in con- days after last appearance of this ad- days after last, appearance of this adestabof
centrated form ingredients
vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be so'd
lished therapeutic value for the relief by this Board for the benefit of the by
this Board for the benefit of the
and cure of all kidney and bladder owner when found.
owner when found.
ailments. Foley Kidney Pills are anBOARD.
SANITARY
CATTLE
CATTLE SANTTARY BOARD.
tiseptic, tonic and restorative. ReAlbuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
fuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and
First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 2811 First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, 11
'Red Cross Drug Co.
To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:
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DEPARTMENT
is fully prepared to handle
Job Printing of every kind

CORRECT

PAINTING

IS

AN

ART

There is a great difference
between "printing" and "correct printing." Our work is
"correct" in every detail.
,

We are always glad to lend
our knowledge and assist-ance- .
Cost estimates will
be cheerfully furnished
whether or not an order
ensues. Prompt work is
assured.
THE

To-wi- t:

nil

:

To-wi- t:

1

1
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To-wi-
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BUSHING CO.

Telephone Main. 2
Continuous Advertising
WHAT makes your name familiar and
ISidentifies
it with your business. Continuous-nev- er

turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not looking,
J If you advertise occasionally,
somebody else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are but.
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PLAN BIGGEST
REVIVAL EVER
UNDERTAKEN
CAMPAIGN

WORLD-WID- E

FOR

CHRISTIANITY ABOUT TO
START

the Jews and members of other religious organizations outslda of Chris
tianity.
From Ocean to Ocean
"The plan of campaign Is to reaih
90 cities of the country from Rangor,
Me., to Seattle, Wash., in which the
campaign wyi be carried on vigorous
ly from September to May of the
coming year. The battle will be
fought in four cities of the country
at the same time by four teams of
experts, who will remain in each city
for a week. The program Is opportune
In view of the apparently overwhelm
ing issues of the immediate future,
"Religious and moral restraints are
less keenly felt by the multitude!;
general prosperity and opportunity
for indulgence have conspired to cre
ate habits of extravagance and lux
ury and to lead great masses to an
essentially pagan life In the mldbt of
The greatChristian surroundings.
est problem before the church is to
America
make North
essentially
Christian, and unless this shall be
accomplished her ministries to the
nations will lack viriland
significance. Most
compelling
ity
serious of all, many among the educated and cultured classes are in a
sad degree losing not only personal
devotion to Jesus Christ, but are also
neglecting their duty of rellgiouB leadership, living largely in selfish pleasure and indulgence.
The teams of experts will be able
and mass
to conduct conferences
meetings on boys' work; Bible study,
evangelization and social service and
attention to home and foreign

New York, April 26. What is called
Men
and Religion
Forward
Movement," but which in reality Is
simply the placing of religion on a
business basis and teaching it to the
masses in a sensible, reasonable way,
is in process of being launched from
' this city. It promises to be the most
impressve Veligious movement ever
witnessed in this country. It is certainly the most thoroughly organized
and carefully planned. Simultaneously this greatest of all revivals will be
carried on from ocean to ocean, and
It is expected that not only will Christianity be strengthened but that the
exact balance of the sexes in the
churches will be restored. At present
there is a great preponderance of women over men and it is proposed to
cure this
condition by bringing more men into the church. Placing religion "on a business basis" is
expected to bring about this result.
"The
masculine element in the
Christian church is much less developed than the feminine," said Roy B.
Sees Only Hope in Religion
Guild, executive
secretary of "The
One of the unique things is that
Men and Religious Forward
Movement." "At the smallest calculation there should be a movement in which
there are 3,000,000 less men and boys this full program will be carried out
'
in the Christian churches of North in one campaign. They are linking
America than of the other sex. This together evangelization and social ser
would be equally sad If the order were vice workers and the social service
reversed. All are agreed that the workers need the religious passion.
"Miss Jane Addams in a recent admen and boys should share equally
with the women and girls the respon dress made an earnest plea for unitsibilities and blessings of the Chris- ing the two, saying that the social
tian life. To find and properly af- service workers recognized the need
filiate with the church these missing of something besides publicity and
three millions of North American legislation, and whereas a decade ago
workers felt
manhood is an undertaking for men, the social settlement
detachment
should
be
there
complete
and is the object in view of the greatest religious movement that this of the work from religion because it
now rec
country has ever seen, and which is seemed to lack reality, they
now about to be brought to the at- ognize they must have the religious
element.
tention of the public.
At a recent conference with social
"The movement is the best equipped,
leaders centering - in iSew
service
most
beBt planned and the
promts
of
Ing campaign that has ever been at- York City there was an adoption
-of the
service
social
the
to
cmmtrjr-toTestore
wmw
""TempTea
the religious life the men and boys movement. These men when they were
Kvho have drifted away. It is a co- informed concerning the method and
operative attempt of all the religious purpose of the Men and Religions
working
especially Forward Movement felt that a new
organizations
among men and boys to make the day had come to 'their work. One whj
a year of special em- is known throughout the country statyear 1911-1phasis. The genius of it is that nil ed that the conference was the most
the men's organizations of the lead- encouraging meeting he had attended.
"These men are to contribute their
ing denominations, the International
services
throughout the country du:-inSunday School associatidn, with its
the next year. A great deal of
adult membership of nearly a milis being put upon th'3 press,
lion, the Gildeon Association of Travhave every encour
eladers
the
and
in
Bibles
who
place
eling Salesmen,
hotels and the International Commi- agement in this plan.
ttee of the Y. M. C. A. are banded toIncludes Every'Man
gether. James E. Cannon, president
"The movement takes into acoum
of the Fourth National Bank of New
York, is president of a committee of the great interest awakened by the
all wonderful laymen's missionary move97 progressive men, representing
ment of last year, and the officers. of
the
has
which
of
the
continent,
parts
with
campaign in hand. It is the intention that movement are
of
home
the
moveorganization?
a
missionary
shall
be
there
fall
that by
ment toward the bringing back to the the country in the interest of world
evchurch of the manhood of this coun- wide be.tterment. It thus includes
door
next
and
his
man
neighbor,
ery
try that will stir the nation.
as well as every man and the one
Who Will Direct the Movement
living in the most remote land.
"Fred B. Smith, religious director
"The very comprehensiveness of the
of the Y. M. C. A., is the campaign movement has commanded the attenleader, and has associated with him tion of religious leaders of every type.
be
movement can
Fayette L. Thompson, who ' is the gen- The whole
Methodist summarized in one sentence: It is to
eral secretary of the
Brotherhood. James Whitmore is the strengthen the church by bringing
promotion secretary having to do more into it, and by itself goinc;
with the establishment of the cam forth to render more definite service
paign in different cities. I am the in improving the social environment
executive secretary in the organiza- in which men. must live.
"H. D. W. English, president of the
tion and publicity end. The movement
is organized on business lines and is Civic Commission of Pittsburg, said
destined to stir the country as noth- of the Men and Religious Movement:
ing else has done. Professor Walter 'In the midst of a great campaign
Rauschenbusch of the Department of for civic righteousness and an amendChurch History, Rochester Theological ed charter for our city which is the
Seminary, says of it: 'I have been practical way of making it possible to
deeply stirred as my mind has worked have a better city, this call came from
over the possibilities of this move- the men of all churches of this vicinment. It is conceived on large, stra- ity to take the chairmanship of the
tegic lines. It is managed by sagacious Committee of One Hundred in this
to our mod- Men, and Religion Forward Movement.
men who are
ern needs and not afraid. The inspir- It seemed to me it was not possible
ing and educating influence whic'a it- to add an ounce to the burden of
will exert on the men and the or- work already laid upon me, but the
ganizations participating in it will greatness of the vision, the practicathe immediate bility of the task and the opportunity
carry far beyond
movement. In fact, I think that tne to help every cause of the many in
indirect effects are likely to outweigh which I am enlisted, which t;his Men
and outlast the Immediate effects, and Religious Movement presents, a"
great as they will be!'
peals to me as a Christian business
."A summary of the condition oC ihe man as basic and therefore I have ac
country as to its church membership cepted the chairmanship.' "
shows that 13
per cent of the
of th
are
members
population
MASONIC TEMPLE DEDICATED
per cent
Catholic church, 25
Trinidad, Colo., April 26. High deare members of the different Profost-an- t
are
gree Masons from all over Colorado
churches and 60
per cent
attended
the dedication today of Trin
mass
unchurched
among
of the great
temple. The
whom we hope to find the misilng idad's new Masonic
cost
and
is one of
$60,000,
and
men
building
and
bring
boys
three million
the finest edifices in the state owned
them back into the fold.
"This does not take into account by the Masonic fraternity.

"The

one-side- d

2

,

open-minde- d

4-- 5

Bo-ma- n

5

3-- 5

LAWNS RUINED
BY JUVENILE
VANDALS
LAS VEGAS

UP

IN

cubes BLOOD

PROPERTY OWNERS
ARMS OVER THEIR

DEPREDATIONS
Good citlzena of Las Vegas with the
proper civio spirit and who have
been devoting much hard work and
painstaking care in the planting of
BASEBALL NOTES
flower bed and la the growing and
WITH THE F1GHTER8
.
tending of trees and vines, and who
n
have given much effort to the
of tholr premlsoa, homes,
Of the first sis games of the seaJack Lester, the "hope" of Tommy
yard and gmrdena, are up In arms son
Cardinals
the
will meet Bill Lang in Austhree
played
by
Burns,
over the depredation
of juvenile
were tie games.
tralia Apr)l 30.
randali who out of inlschlef'or an
"Bill" Dwyer haa succeeded the
Battling Nelson will box Danny
apparent wanton, disregard for proas
veteran,
Decker
George
Davis,
manager
June 13, before Al Herford's
of
have
been
destroyothers,
perty
of' the Des Moines club.
club In Baltimore.
ing gardens, uprooting plants and
The Athletics have refused to
While in London Sam Langford
flowers, breaking limbs from trees,
fences, waive on' Pltchere Arellanes and was presented with a diamond-ele- t
mulMlntlng
defacing and
signet ring, the gift of members of
of houses, and Hunt of the Boston Red Sox.
breaking windows
Dan McGann, the old New
National Sporting club.
the
Numberless
over
wild
lawns.
running
player, who committed
Johnny Coulon, the bantamweight,
complaints have been received from
has organized a baseball c'ub In Chithe hill section and other parts of suicide, left an estate of $35,000.'
Jimmy Sheckard, Lew Richie and cago to take the place of Jim Calla
the city of the work of boys and
girls, who have been committing acts John Pfelster have signed with the han's Logan Squares. Callahan has
and Joined the
of vandalism which has caused a loss Chicago Cubs for the seasons of quit the semi-pro- s
White Sox.
and damage to property which cannot
Manager Bob Unglaub has signed
be computed in dollars and cents.
a
where
Instances are reported
likely looking bunch of players for TILLMAN'S
boys
DAUGHTER A BRIDE
have run riot on newly turned lawns, his Linco'n Western league club.
S. C, 'April
26. Many
Trenton,
not
did
Cubs
a
tie
The
torn
game
play
stripping vines from porches, and
out
of town attended the
from
guests
up flower beds and broken branches in ,1310, and they started this season wedding here
today of Miss Lona
little garden with two tie games out of the first
from trees. Several
Tillman,
of United States
daughter
spots of private homes have been three played.
Senator
Mrs. Benjamin P. Tilland
The daffydill craze has struck Chiruined and the work of the hands of
man, and Charles Sumner Moore, a
mothers, daughters, and housewives cago. Now watch: If Johnny Evers
prominent
lawyer of Atlantic City, N.
have been for naught, because of refuses to eat meat on Friday does J. The
was performed In
ceremony
vandals.
of
Tom Needham?
the trespassing
youthful
the church of Our Savior. Miss Sallie
So frequent has become these visita
The South Dakota league has been
tions of vandals that residents have organized with teams in Mitchell, May Tillman, youngest sister of the
bride, was the maid of honor, and the
d
taken steiw to bring the matter to Aberdeen, Watertown, Huron,
wife of her brother, Mrs. Cumming
thet attention of the mayor and the
and Faulkton.
Tillman of Greenwood, S. C. was maThe Oakland and Los Angeles tron of honor.
city marshal, with a view of having
Mr. Arthur Pringle
special men detailed to watch differ- teams gave the Pacific Coast league Hume of
acted as best
Philadelphia
ent sections of the city to apprehend fans a good run for their money re- man and
the groomsmen were Mr.
the persons responsible.
game. Henry Wise Hughes of Trenton, S. C,
cently by playing an
One prominent citizen who has an
Pitcher Earl Moore of the Quarkers Mr. Errington
Burnley Hume of
orchard, has had limbs torn from his is showing a fine line of spring bendS. C, Mr. Erving Fennb
Charleston,
mudefaced
and
hfs
fences
trees and
ers! Earl is shooting 'em over the
Chapin of San Cristobal,' Cuba, and
man
tilated and broken. Another
pan the same way as he does in July. Mr. Nelson Burr Gaskill of Trenton,
with valuable trees on his premises
'
' The Eastern league turned out N. J.
has found it necessary to erect boxes some
season.
classy players last
around the trees and string barbed
Johnson and Blair of the Yankees,
MEETING OF NEGRO LAYMEN
wire on top to keep the vandals from
Tooley and Zimmerman of the DodgO., April 26. A two-daydestroying the saplings.
Dayton,
Red
Another woman who had gone to ers, and Williams of the Boston
convention
of negro laymen of Ohio
much work to beautify her premises Sox are all graduates of the Barrow assembled here today to promote re
circuit.
atcalled upon a certain
llgious work among colored men and
Evidently Owner John I. Taylor of to discuss plans for the extension of
and
with
torney one day this weekj
tears in her eyes told how her flower the Boston Red Sox loves the St. foreign missionary work.
beds had been uprooted during her Louis scribes not. In a recent interabsence by a party of boys who had view Colonel Taylor fed a Boston rePILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
pulled plants up by the roots and porter the following: ,"I trust that
Boston
out
PAZO
to
OINTMENT Is guaranteed to
turn
won't
the
her
sod
of
soft
papers
in
the
holes
dug
newly planted garden. Others have be. like the St. Louis case, in always cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleedreported broken windows, gates that being there with a knock for the ing or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14
have been taken off and even side- home teams."
days or mone" refunded. p0c.
walks torn up.
The city marshal has been active
in suppressing the vandals who were
reported to have broken windows of
empty houses and to have stolen
plumbing fixtures and other articles.
He declares that he stands ready to
arrest any one found destroying property of any kind. There is a law
which prescribes a heavy penalty for
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLD ill ORE DAT.
such acts of vandalism, and a law
of
the
also which makes
parents
remember the full name. Look
children amendable to law, 'who Always
to
this
for
children
signature on every box. 25c.
knowingly permit their
commit these acts described.
The work of beautifying Las Vegas
should not be hampered by the mawith
licious mischief of miscreants
no regard for law or property. The
tender care of women and children
to flower beds and lawns should not
be lost because of such vandalism as
reported. The authorities declare it
will go hard with any person or persons found guilty of molesting the property of residents.
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A great many
remedies for Contagious Blood Poison
are composed almost entirely of strong' mineral ingredients. They
seem to be compounded with the idea that one poison will counteract another provided the stomach and delicate portions of the
These
system can withstand the effects of the strong treatment.
concoctions are intended to kill the poison in the system. In this
article we want to tell you of S. S. S., a purely, vegetable remedy
for Contagious Blood Poison, a medicine that not only cures the
disease, but one which from the first dose has a fine tonic effect
upon the stomach and the entire system. Nor does S. S. S. attempt
to kill the germs within the system, but cures by REMOVING
them from the blood which is absolutely the only way to cure
the disease.
It does not require any argument to establish the fact that a blood
disease can be cured only by a blood purifier; every one will admit the
truthfulness of this statement. The question of most importance therefore is, what medicine has proven by actual results its
superiority as a
blood purifier? We claim this distinction for S. S. S., and offer as
proof
the fact that for more than forty years it has been sold under this claim
and the demand for it has steadily increased, and we have thousands
of testimonials from cured patients from all parts of the
country.
Contagious Blood Poison,' as the name implies, is an infectious
blood taint which may be communicated from one nersnn to another
Its virus is of a most insidious nature, multiplying from an insignificant
germ in the blood, until it becomes a thorough systemic poison. Its
first symptom is usually a tiny sore or pimple, but it rapidly spreads,
and in a short while the entire body gives evidence of the poison in the
blood. The mouth and throat ulcerate, glands in the
groin swell, the
hair begins to come out,
d
splotches appear on the body,
and frequently running sores and ulcers break out on the flesh.
A condition of such serious nature requires proper treatment
Not only must the disease be driven out, but the system which has
jccii wcctNcucu vy lac ravages
. f the ooison, must be built up
S.S.S. CURED HIM.
Jefore health can be restored.
waa
afflicted with a terrible blood
I
S.
S. CURES CONTAGIOUS
J.
disease, which waa in spots at first,
but afterwards spread all over my
ILOQD POISON BY PURIFYING
body. These soon broia out Into
sores, and It is easy to imagine tha
It goes into the
i tic 6L00O.
endured. Before I became
suffering-circulation and removes the last
oonvlnced that the doctors could do
me
no
I bad spent a hundred
good
of
trace the infectious virus, acts
dollars, which was really thrown
with fine tonic effect on the
away. I then tried various patent
medicines,bnt they did not reach the
stomach, bowels, kidneys and
disease, when I had finished my
first
bottle of S. 8. S. I was greatly
all portions of the system, and
and was
improved,
the result. The largedelighted
thus makes a perfect as well as
red
on my chest began to grow sploWhfB
lasting cure. S. S. S. is made
smaller, and before long disapp red
entirely. I regained my lost
ht,
entirely of roots, herbs and
became stronger and my appetite
I was soon
improved.
barks, each of which has a spef reatlywell,
and
skin as clear as
cific action on the system. Not
a piece of glass. my
H. Zi. MEYERS.
a particle of mineral of any kind
68 Clinton St., Newark, N. J.
enters into the composition of
tins great medicine. S. S. S. is
perfectly safe for any one to take, and instead of upsetting; the stomach
as mineral medicines do, it tones up this important member and makes
Thousands have cured themselves of Contagious
digestion easy.
Blood Poison by the use of S. S. S., and if you will write and request
it we will send you, without charge, a Home Treatment Book, which
will give you all necessary information for curing yourself at your own
home. We will also give you free any special medical advice you ask for.
3. S. S. cures by making pure, healthy blood Nature's real remedy.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
!
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East Las Vegas People Have Absolute
Proof of Deeds at Home
It's not words but deeds that prove
true merit.
The deeds of Doan's Kidney Pills,
For East Las Vegas kidney suffer
ers,
Have made their local reputation.
Prool lies in the testimony of East
Las Veas people who have been cured
to stay cured.
S. P. Flint, Central House, Grand
& Douglas Aves., East Las Vegas, N.
Mex., saya: "I am as firm a believer
in the merit of Doan's Kidney Pills
today as when I first publicly recommended them about seven years ago.
At that time Doan's Kidney Pills were
procured at the Center Block Phar
macy and they entirely relieved me
of backache and other symptoms of
disordered kidneys. The benefit I derived has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buiraio,
New York', sole agents for the United
States,
Remember the name Doan's and
'
take np other.

and PELTS

WOOL, HIDES

"Bromo Quinine"
Thai Is
Laxative Bromo Quinine
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LOCAL NEWS
"The Deluge."

A steel range is no better than its weakest
Some ranges have many good points, but also
The MAJESTIC Malleable
BAD. points
ifiore
has
features than any
Range;
j ; i . i ' c i really; t good
i1 i
thousands of

Photoplay tonight.

a.

get the best at Nolette's
barber shop.

NICE AND DRY

Four Pounds for 25c

Is the first thing: you notice in the
dress of The Other Fellow and you
may be assured it is the tirst thing
he notices about your dress. Have
THAT right and you are SURE
to pass muster of critical eyes.

LU DWIG WIT.

bar at

sold over the

Old Crow

Sold on thq Easiest Terms

Long's Buffet.
10

o'clock

In three days the time allowed by
law for- - the declaration of property
values to the county assessor will expire. Beginning Monday morning the
assessor is empowered to add to the
taxes of each person who has not
made a declaration a penalty. The
penalty is a steep one and will add
materially to the taxes. Persons who
have not complied with the law would
do well to do so at once. County Assessor John H. York has been busily
working on the tax rolls for the past
three months. He will be greatly assisted in his work If the declarations
are made at once. Mr. York, like
other assessors, does not like to add
the penalty to the taxes but he is re
quired to do so by law.

"Noah's Ark," greatest Biblical subtoject ever produced. Photoplay
night.

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

.

Davis, ladles' tailored and
1017 Tllden. Telephone
gowns.
fancy
Mrs- -

Main 357.

"The (Deluge," a Biblical subject,
turpasslng all previous Photoplay productions. Vitigraph's greatest triPhotoplay .tonight.
umph.

CALL ON US

The Ladles' Aid Society of the
First Baptist church will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
the home of Mrs. W. H. Gilpin, 1025
Douglas avenue.

FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE- -

Although: the trees purchased by
the city some time ago are rapldi?
We are prepared to take care of being distributed among the citizens
still remain In
any and all kinds of cleaning and a considerable number

Choice Colorado Spring Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

FREE!
We give absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of OUR PRIDE FLOUR
i

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main 131

LIVESTOCK

STRAY

RUNNING AT LARGE

,

CAUSE OF DAMAGE

Stray horses and cows have been
working havoc to the lawns and gardens of people in the north end of the
city and several of the citizens are so
mad they have to restrain themselves
from committing violence every time
they think of their damaged premises.
Since the rain of Sunday and Monday night the damage done has been
considerable as the lawns are soft
and the feet of the animals dig large
holes In the sod.
One north end resident said this
morning he was in favor of the
passage of an ordinance making it a
misdemeanor to turn stock loose. He
does not believe the present system
of the collection of pound fees on
stray horses and cows is sufficiently
rigorous to afford the right protec
tion.
Many people with handsome lawns
have taken down their fences this
spring, thus beautifying their property and Improving the appearance of
the streets. They threaten to replace
the unsightly fences if the stray ani
mal nuisance Is not stoped. It Is be
lieved by many the animals are released at nightfall by their owners.

Voting for the carnival queen is
becoming brisker and the contest now
gives evidences of being spirited to
the end. The vote stood this afternoon as follows:
Elsie
Melgard,
1,461; Pita Sena, 1,396; Gertrude
730; Beulah Tillman, 5. Ballots
may be cast at Murphy's drug store,
Since the opening of spring, side the Center Block pharmacy, O. M.
walk building has begun In earnest. Ward's sigar store and the Red Cross
Thomas Smith, the city contractor, drug store.
has begun work on a number of contracts allowed by the council last
The picnic dance of the B'Nai
year, when extensive orders for side B'Rith will be held this evening. The
walk construction were made. The members of the lodge and their
city will Insist that all walks ordered friends are planning to attend in
In, be constructed early this year.
large numbers. The affair will De
conducted exactly as would an" outdoor picnic and much merriment will
N G Y prevail during the evening.

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Hay-war-

DDN'T BE STI

According to John T.
who has a bill against

out. here for his health of somefblng
less than $100, the account is for
money loaned the man with which to
pay his hotel bill and a fine to es
cape a Jail sentence. Thompson still
laments the loan.

If you have good preserves and jellies, enjoy
them. Don't tease the

DRY CLEANING

family with a little now
and a little then and try
to string them out all the

Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

The outside woodwork of the
Crocker building is being given a coat
of paint. Work was begun this morn
ing on the front of the room! occupied
The paint will
by the postoffice.
looks of 'the
the
greatly improve
tnilding.

year. For you can get
more JUST as GOOD as
YOURS if you will get the

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
614 Lincoln Avenue

MONARCH

V

fi

Graaf& Hay ward Co. Store

II

STEAK,

MILLINERY

I have Just opened up a line of
millinery at, 615 Lincoln street, next
door to Wells Fargo company. You
are cordially invited to come and see
my line of goods. Your trade will
be appreciated and I will try to please
you in every way.

PURE THINGS TO EAT.

IDA COLEMAN,
East Las Vegas, N. M.

MISS

fy

"A Square Deal"

(Electric
The Electric Way
is the only way to make

de-

licious, crisp toast. Set the
toaster on the table, take the
toast off as you like it

Curtains

-- :-

-- :-

Cas Uegas Eight
$f Po wer Co,

Our department
for caring
for these articles embraces the
most careful attention to details
of handling.

In the cleaning process we
use only softened and filtered
water, which means a whiteness
and cleanliness only produced
by the use of soft water and a
necessary saving to the delicate net in the washing process

GOLD

MEDAL

We have every appliance
necessary coupled with the
"know how" to produce satisfactory results.

THE FAMOUS GOLD MEDAL COT
'

Las Vegas Steam Laundry'

We are local agents for the above line of Camp Furniture
"THE-JJES- T

Phone Main 81.
See us

J.

when

UN THE WORLD"

you

want

TENTS

A

large

line

JOHNSEN&SON

C.

HEADQUARTERS
:

FOR

lb,

Retail Prices:or

'more, each delivery, 20c
to
2,000 lbs., each delivery,
lo.,
200 fb., to 1,000 lbs., each
delivery,
50 lbs, to 200 lbs, each delivery
Leu than 50 lbs., each delivery,

2,000

Preserves and Jellies
necessary to disinfect and clean your
IT is just ashouse
as wellx as your own house if
chicken
you expect your chickens to be healthy and lay
eggs. We have Pratt's Poultry Regulator; prevents Cholera and is a Great Egg Producer. Also
have Hygeno the Great Disinfectant for chicken
houses. Keeps them absolutely free of Bugs of
all kinds.

Thompson

a certain man

Hats,--Derb- ys

ureenDergcr

Lace

t,

OF

Soft

'

Bostonian Dress Shoes are daisies!
for men who care' for style and coin-forwe only ask you to come in and
see what we are talking about. Shoes
to fit all feet, $3.50 to $5.00,, at
Talchert's, the leading haberdasher,
Douglas avenue.

First National Bank

WE WILL GLADLY
SHOW YOU

IRATE PROPERTY OWNERS REGISTER VIGOROUS KICK BE.

-

The

Our hats are ALWAYS right both in STYLE and quality
and are DOUBLY guaranteed to you, first by the maker then
Soft Hats and
by us. Our stock is now full to the brim with
of Panamas
line
our
received
Complete
have
just
Derby s. We
and Sailors in all the latest Weeks.

Charles Tamme.
pressing- - Prompt delivery. Satisfac- charge of City Clerk
tion guaranteed. The Parisian Dry There are various varieties of fruit
Co. Phone and shade trees and Mr. Tamme will
Cleaning and Pressing
be at his office every day ready and
Main 35.
glad to put them in the hands of perGeoree W. Ward, steward of the sons who will have use for them.
New Mexico hospital for the Insane, The trees are especially good ones.
has written friends from Galveston, Of those that have been set out nearwhere he is enjoying a vacation, that ly nil nave begun to sprout This Is
fishing is fine and that he has found an excellent oportunlty to obtain ;ooil
trees and the city administration
good times and good health.
hopes the public will avail itself of
Miss Rowland, city librarian, is ill this opportunity to assist In beautify-hthe city.
p.nd unalble to be at her desk at the
library. Mrs. Clifford McClanahan
Sheriff Seeundlno Romero has a
pcted as librarian today In place of
Miss Rowland, which was a great ac- rumber of deputies in the country
commodation to the patrons of the serving the Jurymen who will serve
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
on the grand and petit Juries during
library.
at the Opera Bar. Served from barthe May term of the district court rels on the bar.
The funeral of Harold White, the for San Miguel county.
Deputy
Infant son of Mr. and Mrs. H. E. United States Marshal James H.
White, was held this morning at 10 Smith has already served those who
o'clock from the home. Rev. C. Mc- - wer-- drawn for Jury service during
conducted . the services, the United- States court, the spring
Reynolds
which were short but impressive. term of which precedes the terriBurial was in Masonic cemetery.
torial court two weeks.

'

ESTABLISHED 1876

LFELD

I

PHONE MAIN 379

White Kitchen the sign of cleanliness. Meals, 25 cents.

Phone Vegas 450

H AT

many
Iron
other,
users.

Photoplay tonight.

Lunch every morning at
at Long's Buffet.

FREE!

point

Always

"Noah'i Ark."

I

Panamas Sailors

..4--

put up at the White

Lunches
Kitchen.

v'

is no Stronger Tban lis Weakest Link

A Chain

A

i.
NEW TEXAS
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"SANITARY"

1,000

BREAD

per

-

100 lbs.

25a per 1N lbs.
30c per 100 lbs.
40o per 100 lbs.
60o per 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COCIPAOY

ROLLS
CAKES

COOKIES

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity
u4
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office 701
Douglas Avenue.

PIES

$1.50 to $2.5o Will Buy

j

;r-t'-

0

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL, piNK OR
WHITE SPIREA YOU EVER SAW

frtk MTKMfJ

i

Fresh Every Day
.

Store Phone Main

462,

Ranch Phone 276.

SCREENED

Anthracite Coal, all sizes.

See Them at Our Store, 617 East Lincoln.

Perry Onion & Son

Wholesale
and Retail

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

;

''-

XJUWUDiUJ

ceerTllos

LUMP

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

w. corjDon
Foot of Main St.

.

-'b.:

Phono Main 2 1

